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In this thesis, we study the two-point Weyl Law for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a smooth,
compact Riemannian manifold M with no conjugate points. We find the asymptotic behavior of the
Schwartz kernel, Πλpx, yq, of the projection operator from L2pMq onto the direct sum of eigenspaces
with eigenvalue smaller than λ2 as λÑ8. In the regime where x, y are restricted to a sufficiently small
compact neighborhood of the diagonal in M ˆM , we obtain a uniform logarithmic improvement in the
remainder of the asymptotic expansion for Πλ and its derivatives of all orders. This generalizes a result
of Bérard that established an on-diagonal estimate for Πλpx, xq without derivatives. Furthermore, when
x, y avoid a compact neighborhood of the diagonal, we obtain the same logarithmic improvement in the
standard upper bound for the derivatives of Πλ. Our results imply that the rescaled covariance kernel of a
monochromatic random wave locally converges in the C8-topology to a universal scaling limit at an
inverse logarithmic rate.
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1.1 A brief history of Weyl’s law
Let pM, gq be a smooth, compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n ě 2 without boundary, and
denote by ∆g its positive definite Laplace-Beltrami operator. That is,
∆g “ ´divg∇g,
where ∇g and divg are the Riemannian gradient and divergence operators, respectively. In local coordi-


















where pgijq is the inverse matrix of pgijq. We shall also frequently refer to ∆g as simply “the Laplacian.”
Since M is compact, the spectrum of ∆g is discrete and there exists an orthonormal basis of L2pMq
consisting of its eigenfunctions. Let tϕju8j“0 be such a basis, with
∆gϕj “ λ
2
jϕj , }ϕj}L2pMq “ 1,
where 0 “ λ0 ă λ1 ď λ2 ď . . . are repeated according to multiplicity. We may, without loss of
generality, assume that the ϕj are real-valued.
The distribution of the eigenvalues λ2j in the high-frequency limit λj Ñ8 has been studied in great
detail over the course of the last century. Perhaps the most well-known result in this direction is that of
Weyl [Wey12], originally conjectured by Hilbert, which states that if Ω Ď Rn is a bounded domain with
1 The results presented in this dissertation first appeared as an article on the arXiv.org preprint server. The original citation is
as follows: B. Keeler. A logarithmic improvement in the two-point Weyl law on manifolds without conjugate points. arXiv
e-prints, 2020. arXiv:1905.05136 [math.AP]
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smooth boundary, and if Npλq denotes the number of eigenvalues of the Dirichlet Laplacian which are
less than or equal to λ2, then
Npλq “ p2πq´nvolRnpB1qvolRnpΩqλn `Rpλq, Rpλq “ opλnq as λÑ8, (1.1)
where volRn denotes standard Euclidean volume, and B1 is the unit ball in Rn. This asymptotic formula
has been improved upon and generalized by numerous authors since Weyl’s original paper, although
we do not list them all here. We discuss only the results most relevant to the theorems and techniques
contained in this thesis, and we direct the reader to the survey article of Ivrii [Ivr16] for a comprehensive
history of Weyl’s law.
A major step in the generalization of (1.1) was proved by Avakumović [Ava56] (following earlier
partial results of Levitan [Lev52,Lev55]) who demonstrated that on compact manifolds without boundary,
one has
Npλq “ p2πq´n volgpB
˚Mqλn `Rpλq, Rpλq “ Opλn´1q. (1.2)
Here, B˚M “ tpx, ξq P T ˚M : |ξ|g ď 1u is the unit co-ball bundle on M , and we compute the
volume with respect to the Liouville measure on T ˚M . An important thing to note about (1.2) is that
the remainder estimate is a significant improvement over Weyl’s original result. In fact, this Opλn´1q
bound is sharp, which can be realized by considering the round sphere Sn, where the symmetry of the
manifold leads to extremely large multiplicities of the eigenvalues, which in turn gives the maximal
remainder growth in (1.2) (c.f. [Sog17, p. 127]). For this reason, (1.2) is commonly known as the sharp
Weyl formula.
The work of Avakumović was in fact even more general than (1.2), as it proved an estimate on the














on M ˆM. The main theorem of [Ava56] shows a local version of Weyl’s law, which states that for
x PM




n `Rpλ, xq, (1.3)
where the remainder satisfies
sup
xPM
|Rpλ, xq| “ Opλn´1q. (1.4)
Here, B˚xM “ tξ P T
˚
xM : |ξ|g ď 1u and the volume is measured with respect to dξ{
?
det g, which is
the natural measure on the cotangent space. We note that an earlier version of (1.3) for domains in Rn
with the non-sharp opλnq remainder was proved by Carleman [Car34]. The formula (1.3) then implies













where we have used that the ϕj are orthonormal. Since (1.3) involves restricting Πλ to the diagonal in
M ˆM, we often refer to it and similar results as “on-diagonal” Weyl laws.
The study of Weyl asymptotics in terms of the spectral function has become quite standard in recent
decades, and there have been a multitude of results proved in many different geometric settings. The
most generic Weyl law for Πλ states that for any compact manifold pM, gq, there exists an ε ą 0 such












`Rpλ, x, yq, (1.5)





yRpλ, x, yq| “ Opλn´1`|α|`|β|q. (1.6)
Here, dg denotes the Riemannian distance function, det gx is the determinant of the matrix pgijpxqq,
and exp´1x : M Ñ T
˚
xM is the inverse of the Riemannian exponential map, which is well-defined on a
sufficiently small neighborhood of x. Note that the implicit constant in the remainder bound depends on
α and β.
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We remark that for the purposes of the formula (1.5), it is natural to consider the exponential
map acting on T ˚M rather than TM. In the case where |α| “ |β| “ 0, the above asymptotic is due
to Hörmander [Hör68]. In fact, he proved the result for arbitrary positive elliptic pseudodifferential
operators, with the integral in the leading coefficient replaced by an appropriate analogue. The addition
of derivatives in the remainder estimate (1.6) is due to Xu [Xu04]. This bound is also seen to be sharp by
considering the zonal harmonics on Sn.
Investigation of Πλ reveals a deep connection between Weyl’s law and the structure of the underlying






where 1r´λ,λs is the indicator function of the interval r´λ, λs. We use r´λ, λs instead of r0, λs here





















by Fourier inversion. The interchange of the sum and the integral is justified at the level of operator
kernels, because if we allow Πλpx, yq to act on a smooth function f via integration in y, then the
summation involves the Fourier coefficients of f , which have sufficient decay to guarantee that the sum
converges absolutely. We then recognize that
ř8
j“0 cosptλjqϕjpxqϕjpyq is the Schwartz kernel of the
cosine propagator cospt
a
∆gq. That is, cospt
a








pB2t `∆gqupt, xq “ 0
up0, xq “ fpxq, Btup0, xq “ 0.
(1.8)
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Since the Fourier transform intertwines growth/decay at infinity with singularities/smoothness, we expect
the asymptotic behavior of Πλ to be determined by the singular structure of the wave kernel. Furthermore,
since the singular support of the wave kernel propagates along geodesic spheres, one may expect that the
behavior of the geodesic flow has an impact on the associated Weyl law on M. Indeed, this is the case, as
illustrated by a theorem of Duistermaat and Guillemin [DG75] which states that if the set of periodic
geodesics has measure zero, then one can improve (1.2) to a “little-oh” estimate of the form
Npλq “ p2πq´n volgpB
˚Mqλn `Rpλq, Rpλq “ opλn´1q. (1.9)
Here, the assumption that the set of periodic geodesics has measure zero means that the set
Lper “ tpx, ξq P S˚M : Φtpx, ξq “ px, ξq for some t ‰ 0u
has Liousville measure zero in S˚M , where Φt : S˚M Ñ S˚M denotes the geodesic flow on the
cosphere bundle. Note that this assumption excludes the case of the round sphere, since all geodesics on
Sn are periodic, and hence Lper has full measure in S˚Sn.
The improved Weyl law (1.9) was later generalized to a local on-diagonal statement for Πλ by
Safarov [Saf88]. The theorem states that if, for a given x PM , the loopset defined by
Lx “ tξ P S˚xM : expxptξq “ x for some t ‰ 0u,
has Liouville measure zero in S˚xM (in which case we say that x is non-self focal), then one has




n `Rpλ, xq, Rpλ, xq “ opλn´1q. (1.10)
This statement relies only on the behavior of the geodesic flow based at a particular point x, although
the loopset assumption is slightly stronger than simply requiring that the set of periodic geodesics
through x has measure zero. We remark that this theorem was later proved independently by Sogge
and Zelditch [SZ02], with a different proof than that presented in [Saf88]. The local result (1.10) has
since been improved by Canzani and Hanin [CH15, CH18] to an off-diagonal statement which is akin to
the fully general formula (1.5) of Hörmander. In particular, if one has that a point x0 P M is non-self
5
focal, then for any real-valued function λ ÞÑ rλ with lim
λÑ8













“ opλn´1`|α|`|β|q, as λÑ8, (1.11)
where Brλpx0q is the geodesic ball of radius rλ centered at x0.
In the case where |α| “ |β| “ 0, there have also been quantitative improvements over the sharp
Opλn´1q remainder estimate in (1.6) under stronger assumptions on the geodesic flow. Of particular
interest for the purposes of this thesis is the result of Bérard [Bér77a] and later Bonthonneau [Bon17],
which obtains a logarithmic improvement in the remainder under the assumption that pM, gq has no
conjugate points. Given a point x PM , we say that y PM is conjugate to x if there exists a non-zero
Jacobi field J along a geodesic connecting x and y with the property that J vanishes at both x and y.
The set of all such y is called the conjugate locus of x. If for every x PM , the conjugate locus of x is
empty, then we say that pM, gq has no conjugate points. In this setting, the local on-diagonal Weyl law
can be improved to




n `Rpλ, xq, sup
xPM






This result was originally proved by Bérard for manifolds with nonpositive curvature, and Bonthonneau
recently extended this to manifolds without conjugate points by proving that certain technical geometric
estimates still hold in this case. We also note that [Bér77a] only includes the statement of (1.12) for the
counting function Npλq, but the techniques presented there handle the on-diagonal spectral function with
no modification.
The main theorem of this thesis is a generalization of the work of Bérard to the more delicate
off-diagonal case. In particular, we show that for manifolds without conjugate points, the logarithmic
improvement for the remainder in the asymptotic formula (1.12) remains true for Πλpx, yq and all its
spatial derivatives when px, yq is restricted to a sufficiently small neighborhood of the diagonal inMˆM .
Complementary to the off-diagonal result (1.5) of Hörmander, which holds for dgpx, yq small, an
estimate on Πλpx, yq when x and y are “far apart” was obtained by Safarov [Saf88], who showed that if
K is any compact set in M ˆM which does not intersect the diagonal with the property that if x, y P K,
6
then x and y are not mutually focal and at least one of x or y is non-self focal, then
sup
x,yPK
|Πλpx, yq| “ opλ
n´1q (1.13)
as λ Ñ 8. To say that x and y are not mutually focal means that the set tξ P S˚xM : expxptξq “
y for some t ‰ 0u has measure zero. Safarov and Vassiliev also obtained some results on the precise
form of the second term in the on-diagonal Weyl law, and we direct the reader to [SV97] for more
information. In this work, we use the assumption of no conjugate points to improve the upper bound
(1.13) to Opλn´1{ log λq for any x, y which avoid a compact neighborhood of the diagonal in M ˆM ,
with an analogous bound on all derivatives of Πλ.
1.2 Statement of results
The main focus of this work is to prove the following theorem, which states that the two-point Weyl
remainder in the asymptotic (1.5) can be improved by a factor of 1log λ on manifolds without conjugate
points.
Theorem 1.1. Let pM, gq be a smooth, compact Riemannian manifold without boundary, of dimension
n ě 2. Suppose that pM, gq has no conjugate points, and let 0 ă ε ď 12 injpM, gq. Then, for any
















for all λ ě λ0.
Here, injpM, gq denotes the injectivity radius of pM, gq, defined as
injpM, gq “ inf
xPM
psuptr P R| expx : Brp0q Ď T ˚xM ÞÑM is a diffeomorphismuq .
Also, note that we interpret BαxB
β
y as covariant differentiation of functions.
We also obtain a logarithmic improvement in the upper bound on derivatives of Πλ when px, yq
avoids a compact neighborhood of the diagonal in M ˆM , which is a significant improvement of (1.13).
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Theorem 1.2. Let pM, gq be as in Theorem 1.1 and let ε ą 0. Then, for any multi-indices α, β, there
















for all λ ě λ0.




ϕjpxqϕjpyq, x, y PM.
That is, Πpλ,λ`1spx, yq is the kernel of the orthogonal projection from L2pMq onto the direct sum of
eigenspaces with eigenvalues in the interval pλ2, pλ ` 1q2s, and it can be obtained from the spectral
function via
Πpλ,λ`1spx, yq “ Πλ`1px, yq ´Πλpx, yq.
We thus have the following asymptotic for these spectral clusters.



































We note that Theorem 1.3 only gives the leading order behavior of Πpλ,λ`1spx, yq when dgpx, yq is
either comparable to 1λ or significantly smaller. To illustrate this, let us take the case where |α| “ |β| “ 0.













































Thus, if dgpx, yq is too large relative to 1λ in the sense of (1.16), Theorem 1.3 simply gives the same
upper bound on Πpλ,λ`1spx, yq that one would obtain by applying Theorem 1.2 and Cauchy-Schwarz. A












1.3 Monochromatic random waves: a motivating example
Off-diagonal cluster estimates such as Theorem 1.3 have applications in the study of monochromatic







for x P M, where the aj are i.i.d. standard Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and variance 1.
Random waves of this form were first introduced on Riemannian manifolds in [Zel09] by Zelditch. This
was motivated by Berry’s conjecture, which suggests that on manifolds with chaotic dynamics, high-
frequency eigenfunctions should, at the wavelength scale, behave like stationary Gaussian fields whose
spectral measure is uniformly distributed on the sphere Sn´1 ( [Ber77b, IR20]). By the Kolmogorov
extension theorem, the statistics of (1.17) are completely characterized by the associated covariance
kernel, or two-point correlation function, which can be computed directly as
Covpψλpxq, ψλpyqq “ λ1´nΠpλ,λ`1spx, yq. (1.18)
for x, y P M. Theorem 1.3 implies that if pM, gq has no conjugate points, then in rescaled normal
coordinates near some x0 PM , the covariance kernel (1.18) of a monochromatic random wave converges
at a rate of 1log λ in the C
8-topology to the two-point correlation function of a Euclidean random wave of

















, u, v P Rn, (1.19)
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where dS is the standard surface measure on Sn´1.
Corollary 1.3.1. Let pM, gq be as in Theorem 1.1, fix x0 PM , and let λ ÞÑ rλ be a real-valued function




































as λÑ8, where the supremum is taken over u, v P T ˚x0M .
The implicit constant here depends on the choices of x0 and rλ, and on the order of differentiation. Note
that although the radius rλ gives a growing ball in the u, v coordinates, this corresponds to a shrinking





on M , and, as λ Ñ 8, this is indeed smaller than 12 injpM, gq as
required by Theorem 1.3. This corollary follows directly from Theorem 1.3 if we set F pτq “ Jνpτqτν with
ν “ n´22 , and observe that
F pλdgpx, yqq ´ F p|u´ v|q “ pλdgpx, yq ´ |u´ v|qF
1pηq








by properties of geodesic normal coordinates, and since F 1 is uniformly
bounded on R, we have that
|F pλdgpx, yqq ´ F p|u´ v|q| ď C
|u´ v|2
λ





, we have the desired estimate in the
case where |α| “ |β| “ 0, although we do not claim that this is the largest possible radius for which
the result holds. One can include derivatives with respect to u, v without affecting the powers of λ due
to the fact that Bu and Bv correspond to 1λBx and
1
λBy, respectively, by our coordinate rescaling. As
mentioned previously, Corollary 1.3.1 shows that the rescaled covariance kernel of a monochromatic
random wave locally converges to that of a Euclidean random wave of frequency 1 at a rate of 1log λ in
the C8-topology, and hence the limit is universal in that it depends only on the dimension n, not on the
geometry or topology of M .
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For an application of Corollary 1.3.1, see the work of Dierickx, Nourdin, Peccati, and Rossi
[DNPR20], which shows that one can use Corollary 1.3.1 to obtain improved results on the distribution
of nodal lengths for monochromatic random waves on surfaces without conjugate points.
Under the assumption that x0 is a non self-focal point, the estimate (1.11) of Canzani and Hanin
[CH15, CH18] shows the C8-convergence in Corollary 1.3.1 at a rate of op1q for a slightly different
radius rλ. However, without any further restrictions on the geometry, one is unable to obtain an explicit
rate of convergence as λÑ8. Our 1log λ estimate is a first step toward obtaining quantitative asymptotic
improvements on the statistics of monochromatic random waves in the fairly generic setting of manifolds
without conjugate points.
1.4 Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1
Each chapter of this work is dedicated to one of the major steps of the proof of Theorem 1.1, and we
provide a rough outline of the argument below.
Chapter 2: As we have seen in (1.7), the spectral function Πλ is intimately connected to the cosine
propagator cospt
a
∆gq via the Fourier transform. However, the formula (1.7) presents a significant
difficulty in that it requires us to control the wave kernel for all t P R, which is generally not possible.
We handle this by introducing a cutoff function pρA with support « r´ 1A ,
1
A s, which is equivalent to
smoothing out the discontinuities of Πλ by taking the convolution ρA˚Πλ, where ρA is the inverse Fourier
transform of pρA, and the convolution is taken with respect to λ. Chapter 2 is dedicated to estimating
the error which occurs as a result of this smoothing process. To this end, we require a new on-diagonal





We postpone the proof of the estimate until the end of Chapter 5, since is it quite similar to other
arguments presented there. Note that the parameter A here determines the timescale on which we must
control the wave kernel, and we shall see that the longer we can control cospt
a
∆gq, the better our
remainder estimate becomes. As such, we must carefully track the dependence on A throughout all of
our calculations. In particular, we shall see later on that our estimates allow for the choice of A « 1log λ ,
11
which corresponds to controlling the wave kernel for timescales like log λ and ultimately yields the
logarithmic improvement claimed in Theorem 1.1.
Chapter 3: Since the wave kernel on a manifold is generically impossible to construct exactly,
we instead approximate it using the Hadamard parametrix. In Chapter 3, we discuss the process of
constructing the parametrix in great detail. This construction is fairly classical and is done in many other
sources, but we provide it here for the benefit of the reader. We also compute some useful formulas for
the terms in the parametrix which we shall make frequent use of in subsequent chapters.
Chapter 4: In general, the Hadamard parametrix is only a valid approximation for times |t| ď
injpM, gq, which is not sufficient for our purposes, as we require control on the wave kernel for timescales
on the order of log λ. To circumvent this problem, we use the assumption that pM, gq has no conjugate
points to lift to the universal cover pĂM, rgq. In Chapter 4, we explore the geometry of ĂM, and we find that
it has some rather useful properties. In particular, we prove global estimates on the derivatives of certain
important geometric quantities such as the Θ-function and the inverse exponential map. This allows
us to build a long-time parametrix for the wave kernel on M by first using the Hadamard parametrix
construction on ĂM , and then projecting. That is, by summing over the deck transformation group Γ,












where rx, ry are some chosen lifts of x, y, the Wν are homogeneous distributions of order 2ν ´ n which
encode the singular structure of the wave kernel, and the uν are smooth functions which describe the
geometry of ĂM along geodesics connecting rx with translates of ry. The notation modC8 indicates that
partial sums of the expansion (1.20) match cospt
a
∆gq modulo a CN remainder, where N can be made
arbitrarily large by taking sufficiently many terms in the sum over ν. The final goal of Chapter 4 is to give
precise error bounds on the difference between the exact wave kernel and partial sums of the expansion
(1.20), which heavily relies on the geometric estimates proved earlier in the chapter.
Chapter 5: Once we have reduced the proof of Theorem 1.1 to estimating an integral involving
the parametrix, we perform some explicit asymptotic analysis on the individual terms as λÑ8. This
comprises the bulk of Chapter 5. It is here that our techniques make the most significant departure from
the work of Bérard [Bér77a], where the on-diagonal remainder is estimated. In [Bér77a], the leading
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order behavior is obtained from the term in the parametrix corresponding to γ “ Id, where one has
d
rgprx, rxq “ 0. This reduces the relevant oscillatory integrals to a very simple form. In our case, a notable
difficulty is that d
rgprx, ryq may be quite small, but need not be exactly zero, and so the corresponding
singularities of the parametrix at t “ ˘d
rgprx, ryq are very close together, but do not necessarily coincide.
We still obtain the leading order behavior when rx and ry are the closest possible lifts of x, y, which we
may assume occurs when γ “ Id, but we do not get the same simplifications as in [Bér77a] if the distance
between them is nonzero. As such, we need to use a very different formulation of the distributions Wν
which comprise the parametrix. This allows us to better track the dependence on the distance between rx
and ry, but yields a more complicated linear combination of oscillatory integrals to estimate. We obtain
somewhat weaker control on these terms, but the bounds are all smaller than the claimed estimate in
Theorem 1.1, and so the final result still holds. For the case where γ ‰ Id, our proof hinges on the fact
that d
rgprx, γryq is bounded uniformly away from zero as long as the base points x, y are sufficiently close,
thus allowing for improved estimates from applying stationary phase. In order to include derivatives in
x, y, we again make extensive use of the new geometric estimates proved in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 concludes with several proofs which follow somewhat quickly from the techniques
developed throughout this thesis. In Subsection 5.1.1, we prove the on-diagonal spectral cluster estimate
used in Chapter 2, which is the final component of the proof of Theorem 1.1. We then show that the
proof of Theorem 1.1 is robust enough that it also implies Theorem 1.2, with a small modification, in
Subsection 5.1.2. Finally, we demonstrate how Theorem 1.1 implies Theorem 1.3 in Section 5.2.
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CHAPTER 2
The Spectral Function and the Wave Kernel
In this chapter, we aim to better understand the relationship between the spectral function Πλ and
the wave kernel cospt
a
∆gq. In Section 2.1, we present a new on-diagonal estimate for spectral clusters
of width A ď 1, which helps us understand the formal representation (1.7) in a more precise way. We
make further use of this spectral cluster estimate in Section 2.2 to estimate the error introduced as a result
of smoothing the discontinuities of Πλ by using a cutoff function in (1.7) which restricts the support of
the integrand to a compact region.
2.1 An on-diagonal spectral cluster estimate












∆gqpx, yq dt, x, y PM, (2.1)











for any even function β P C8c pRq,with βp0q “ 1. This interpretation technically requires that λ2 does













and so the limit does not actually recover 1r´λ,λspλq (c.f. [Sog14, p. 44]). Thus, we assume throughout
the rest of this argument that λ2 is not an eigenvalue. That this can be done without loss of generality
follows from a new on-diagonal estimate on the spectral cluster operators, Πpλ,λ`As for 0 ă A ď 1,
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We then have the following on-diagonal estimate for derivatives of Πpλ,λ`As, which is a generalization of
results from [Bér77a, Sog14].
Proposition 2.1.1. Let pM, gq be as in Theorem 1.1. Then, for any fixed multi-index α, there exist






















for all λ ě λ0 and all A P p0, 1s. Moreover, there exist constants c0, C 1, λ10 ą 0 such that if A “
1
c log λ


















for all λ ě λ10.
In the case where |α| “ 0 and pM, gq has nonpositive curvature, this bound was formally stated in
terms of spectral clusters in [Sog14], although the techniques required to prove it were first presented
in [Bér77a]. The result of [Bon17] can be used to extend the |α| “ 0 estimate to the case of manifolds
with no conjugate points. The addition of derivatives is a new result, and the proof requires nontrivial
generalizations of certain geometric estimates, which we present in Chapter 4. The other techniques
involved in the argument are also quite similar to those which we develop in Chapter 5, and so we
postpone the proof of Proposition 2.1.1 until the end of Chapter 5.
It follows from Proposition 2.1.1 that if λ2 is in the spectrum of ∆g, we can shift to some slightly

































for any x, y PM , provided that |µ´ λ| ď A for A as above, which is always possible since the spectrum
of ∆g is discrete.
In the next section, we shall see that Proposition 2.1.1 is also useful for controlling the error which
results from introducing a compactly supported cutoff in the integral (2.1).
2.2 Smoothing the spectral function
Since the integral in t in (2.1) is not absolutely convergent, and since estimating it would require us to
control the wave kernel for all t P R, it is convenient to introduce a cutoff function pρA, defined as follows.
Let pρ P C8c pRq be an even, real-valued function such that
pρptq “ 1 for all |t| ď
1
2
injpM, gq, and supp pρ Ď rL,Ls (2.3)
for some L ą 0. Then, for any 0 ă A ď 1, define the rescaled function pρAptq “ pρpAtq, so that if ρ is the





Recalling that the Fourier transform intertwines multiplication and convolution, we have that











∆gqpx, yq dt, x, y PM, (2.5)
where the convolution is taken with respect to λ, and the integral on the right-hand side is absolutely
convergent for any fixed A P p0, 1s. Since ρA P S pRq, where S pRq denotes the class of Schwartz
functions, this convolution has the effect of smoothing the discontinuities of Πλ as a function of λ.
Equivalently, we are restricting cospt
a
∆gq to the region where |t| ď LA . The following proposition
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demonstrates that the error introduced in this smoothing process is negligible for the purposes of obtaining
the asymptotic formula claimed in Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let pM, gq be as in Theorem 1.1 and let pρA P C8c pRq be as in (2.4). Then, for any

















for all λ ě λ0.
Before we begin the proof of this proposition, we make note of a technical lemma regarding certain
types of infinite series with a localizing factor.








ˇq´Nkq ď Cλq (2.7)
for all λ ě λ0 and all N ě N0.








ˇq´Nrq dr ď Cλq (2.8)









p1` λ´ rq´N dr. (2.9)






















p1` λ´ rq´Nrq dr ď Cλq
after possibly increasing C.









s´N pλ` s´ 1qq ds. (2.10)








sq´N ds ď C 1λq
for some C,C 1 ą 0, provided that N ą q ` 1, which completes the proof.
Given Lemma 2.2.2, we are ready to proceed with the proof of Proposition 2.2.1.
Proof of Proposition 2.2.1. We prove this result first for the case where |α| “ |β| “ 0. Observe that













































cos tτ dt (2.12)










when λ ě 1, for any N “ 1, 2, 3, . . . . To prove this, we recall that ρ is an even Schwartz-class function
with
ş


































ρpsq ds ď CN p1`A
´1
ˇ
ˇ|τ | ´ λ
ˇ
ˇq´N .
When |τ | ă λ, we similarly use that ρ decays rapidly, but now we utilize the fact that ρ integrates
to one and 1r´λ,λs is identically one on its support. In case where |τ | “ λ, (2.13) simply claims that









both uniformly bounded in absolute value by }ρ}L1 . These facts combine to give (2.13) for all τ .
We claim that we can estimate the right-hand side of (2.11) using bounds on hλ,A and Proposi-





































ˇq´N |ϕjpxqϕjpyq| . (2.14)
In each interval rkA, pk ` 1qAs, we can write λj “ Asj for some sj P rk, k ` 1s, and hence
p1`A´1|λ´ λj |q
´N “ p1` |A´1λ´ sj |q
´N ď C 1N p1` |A
´1λ´ k|q´N ,
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for some C 1N ą 0, which is independent of A. Thus, we can use the triangle inequality to bound the












after possibly increasing CN . Next, we seek to apply Proposition 2.1.1 to each of the sums over
λj P rkA, pk ` 1qAs with λ “ kA. However, we must first discard all terms for which kA ď λ0, where
























for some constant C ą 0, since pk ` 1qA ď λ0 ` 1, the set tj : λj ď λ0 ` 1u is finite, and each ϕj is
bounded. Note that here C depends on λ0, but not on A.



















´1λ´ k|q´NAnkn´1 ď rCNA
npA´1λqn´1 “ rCNAλ
n´1,




















´1λ´ k|q´NeC2{AAn´2kn´3 ď rCNAe
C2{Aλn´3.
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Observe that if we set A “ 1c log λ for some c ą 0, we have that e
C2{A “ λcC2 . Hence, if c is chosen
















for all λ ě λ0 after possibly increasing rCN . Picking some fixed N large enough and combining (2.16)


















` C log λ





error dominates the Oplog λq


















for all λ ě rλ0 and some C ą 0. This concludes the proof in the case where |α| “ |β| “ 0.
To include BαxB
β
y , we apply the full strength of Proposition 2.1.1 to obtain the appropriate modification






















which only serves to increase the relevant powers of λ by |α| ` |β|, and hence the proof goes through
with no further adjustments.
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With Proposition 2.2.1 in hand, it now suffices to show that the smoothed projector ρA ˚ Πλ has
the asymptotic behavior that we claimed in Theorem 1.1. To accomplish this, we use the Hadamard





In this chapter, our goal is to construct the Hadamard parametrix approximation for the wave kernel
cospt
a
∆gq. Since the main idea of the procedure hinges on understanding the fundamental solutions of
the Euclidean wave operator and its polynomial powers, we provide some intuition and motivation for
the flat-space construction in Section 3.1, which leads us to a discussion of homogeneous distributions
in Section 3.2. We then discuss the precise form of these fundamental solutions in Section 3.3, and we
compute some useful alternative formulas for them. Finally, in Section 3.4, we carry out the construction
of the Hadamard parametrix.
3.1 Motivation and heuristics
We have seen that the high-frequency behavior of the spectral function Πλ is intimately related to the
singular structure of the wave kernel cospt
a
∆gq. However, an explicit computation of the wave kernel is
impossible on a generic manifold. For this reason, we seek an approximate fundamental solution, known
as a parametrix, which matches cospt
a
∆gq modulo a sufficiently smooth remainder. Measuring the
error by smoothness, rather than by size, guarantees that our approximate solution maintains the correct
singular behavior. This then ensures that the high-frequency asymptotics of the spectral function can be
obtained by replacing the wave kernel with the parametrix in (2.5).
There are several different methods of constructing parametrices for the wave equation, but we
utilize the technique due to Hadamard [Had32], although we approach the construction from a much
more modern point of view. This procedure is well understood and has been done in great detail in other
works, but we provide a comprehensive description here for the benefit of the reader. In particular, the
parametrix construction presented in this chapter closely follows the exposition of [Sog14, Ch. 1,2]
and [Hör85, §17.3], while the discussion of homogeneous distributions in Section 3.2 draws heavily
from [Hör83, §3.2].
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The first step in constructing the Hadamard parametrix is to understand the fundamental solutions of
the the Euclidean wave operator l “ B2t `∆Rn and of its polynomial powers l
ν`1 for ν “ 1, 2, . . . .








Throughout this chapter, we shall simply write ∆ for ∆Rn when there can be no confusion. A fundamental
solution of l is defined as a distribution E0 such that
lE0 “ δ0,0, (3.1)
where δ0,0 denotes the Dirac distribution on R1`n centered at the origin. By observing the symmetries
of this equation, we can infer a great deal about the structure of E0. In particular, note that l can
be expressed as QpBq, where B “ pBt, Bx1 , . . . , Bxnq, and Q is the Lorentz form Qpt, xq “ t
2 ´ |x|2.
As such, l commutes with pullback by transformations of R1`n which preserve Q, i.e. the Lorentz
transformations. Since δ0,0 is also invariant under such transformations, it is reasonable to expect that E0
exhibits this same symmetry. That is, we anticipate
E0pt, xq “ fpt
2 ´ |x|2q
for some distribution f , where we understand the composition fpt2 ´ |x|2q as the pullback Q˚f in
the sense of distributions [Hör83, §6.1]. Under this assumption, let us make the change of variables
















which suggests that f 1 is homogeneous of degree ´n`12 , and thus f should be homogeneous of degree
1´n
2 . Furthermore, since the wave equation has finite propagation speed, we should expect that fpqq “ 0
when q ă 0, which would imply that the fundamental solution E0 is supported inside the light cone
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tpt, xq : |x| ď |t|u. For this reason, we proceed in the next section with a brief construction of an
important class of homogeneous distributions which will prove quite useful for constructing not just E0,
but also the fundamental solutions of higher powers of l.
3.2 Homogeneous distributions









xa, x ą 0
0, x ď 0
for Re a ą ´1. The condition Re a ą ´1 implies that xa` is locally L
1, and therefore defines a
distribution. Here, we take the branch of log x which is real when x is positive, which uniquely defines










` if Re a ą 0.
These facts make xa` a reasonable candidate for the distribution f described in the previous section.
However, we want f to be homogeneous of degree 1´n2 , which is less than or equal to ´1 for all
dimensions n ě 3, but the pointwise definition of xa` does not yield a well-defined distribution for
Re a ď ´1. Thus, we would like to extend the definition of xa` to all a P C while preserving the above
properties as much as possible, although we will find that there is a certain degree of failure when
a “ ´1,´2, . . . , which requires us to modify xa` slightly.
Let ϕ P C8c pRq. Then, the map








is analytic for Re a ą ´1, since its derivative (with respect to a) is
ş8
0 x
a log xφpxq dx, which is
well-defined for such a. Also, we have that
Iapϕ









pa` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pa` kq
Ia`kpϕ
pkqq.
Since the right-hand side is analytic for Re a ě ´k ´ 1 with a ‰ ´1,´2, . . . ,´k, we can therefore
use this formula to define Iapϕq by analytic continuation to a P Czt´1,´2, . . . u. In a slight abuse of
notation, we continue to denote the associated distribution by xa`.
At any pole a “ ´k, we observe that the residue of Iapϕq is given by
lim
aÑ´k
pa` kqIapϕq “ lim
aÑ´k
p´1qk






















xa´1e´x dx is the standard Γ-function. Since Γpa` 1q “ aΓpaq if Re a ą 0, we can
extend Γ to a meromorphic function on C with simple poles at the nonpositive integers in such a way
that preserves this relation, and the residue at ´k ď 0 is
lim
aÑ´k
pa` kqΓpaq “ lim
aÑ´k
Γpa` k ` 1q





















for Re a ą 0, which means that for any ϕ P C8c pRq, we have that




This enables us to analytically continue χa` to all a P C while preserving (3.2). It also follows from (3.3)
that the continued distribution, which we continue to denote by χa`, is also supported in r0,8q for all
a P C. Indeed, if ϕ P C8c pRq vanishes on r0,8q, then so does p´1qkϕpkq for any k. For any fixed a P C,
we can take k large enough that Re pa ` kq ą 0, and so χa`k` “
xa`k`
Γpa`k`1q is a well-defined function
which is supported in r0,8q. Thus,








Γpa` k ` 1q
xa`kϕpkqpxq dx “ 0,
and so suppχa` Ď r0,8q for all a P C.
Remark 3.2.1. Notice that in the special case where a “ 0, we have that χ0` is the Heaviside function,
and hence we obtain
χ´k` “ δ
pk´1q
0 , k “ 1, 2, . . .
by repeatedly differentiating χ0`.
3.3 The fundamental solution of the Euclidean wave operator
Recalling that our ansatz for the fundamental solution of l took the form fpt2 ´ |x|2q for an appropriate
homogeneous distribution f , we make note of Theorem 6.2.1 from [Hör83], which demonstrates how the
distributions χa` behave when composed with certain quadratic forms.




ajkxjxk is a quadratic form on Rm of signature pm`,m´q. That
is, m` `m´ “ m and A has m` positive eigenvalues and m´ negative eigenvalues. Denote by BpBq
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where A˚ denotes the pullback of a distribution by A.





2 ´ |x|2q “ 4π
n´1
2 δ0,0,










2 ´ |x|2q (3.4)
is a fundamental solution of l with support in the full light cone tpt, xq P R1`n : |x| ď |t|u. In fact, E0
is the only such distribution. To see this, suppose that E1 were another such fundamental solution of l.
Then we must have that E1 “ E0 ` u for some distribution u with lu “ 0. But then
u “ δ0,0 ˚ u “ plE0q ˚ u “ E0 ˚ pluq “ 0.
Therefore, E0 is the unique fundamental solution of l with support in the full light cone. However, it is
often convenient to decompose E0 into two separate distributions, each with support in one half of the









2E0, when t ą 0
0, when t ă |x|.
Since the definitions agree on the intersection of tpt, xq : t ą 0u and tpt, xq : t ă |x|u and define a
homogeneous distribution of degree 1´n on R1`nz0, we can extendE`0 by homogeneity to a distribution
on the whole space. We continue to denote this extension by E`0 . We then define E
´
0 to be the reflection
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of E`0 about the origin in the t-variable. Since χ
a
`pt











where Hptq denotes the Heaviside function. Then, E`0 and E
´
0 are each fundamental solutions of l,
but with E` supported in the forward light cone tpt, xq : |x| ď tu and E´ supported in the backward
cone tpt, xq : |x| ď ´tu. The same argument we used to show the uniqueness of E0 implies that E`0 and












3.3.1 Higher powers of l
For the purposes of the Hadamard parametrix construction, we also need to know the fundamental
solutions of lν`1 for ν “ 1, 2, . . . . To accomplish this, let us observe the following recursion relation
for homogeneous distributions [Hör83, p. 137]. Note that if f is homogeneous of degree a on Rz0, and




















BpBqfpAq “ 2mf 1pAq ` 4Af2pAq “ p2m` 4pa´ 1qqf 1pAq,
where in the last equality we used that f 1 is homogeneous of degree a´1 to write A ddApf
1pAqq “ pa´ 1qf 1pAq.
Setting f “ χa` and A “ Qpt, xq “ t2 ´ |x|2 on R1`n, we have
lχa`pt
2 ´ |x|2q “ p4a` 2n´ 2qχa´1` pt
2 ´ |x|2q.
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νEν´1, ν ě 1,
δ0,0, ν “ 0.
(3.5)
Iterating this identity, we see that 1ν!Eν is a fundamental solution of l
ν`1 for ν “ 0, 1, 2, . . . . Note that
we exclude the factor of 1ν! from the definition of Eν for later convenience. We can also decompose Eν













2 ´ |x|2q (3.6)
which are supported in the forward and backward light cones, respectively, and which still satisfy equation
(3.5).
3.3.2 An alternative construction
We now make note of another method of constructing the fundamental solutions of lν`1 which uses
the Fourier transform. This formulation will provide us with a very useful way of writing the E˘ν using
oscillatory integrals. For each ν “ 0, 1, 2 . . . , we define






eixx,ξy`itτ p|ξ|2 ´ pτ ¯ iεq2q´ν´1 dξ dτ, (3.7)
where we interpret the integral in the sense of distributions. The change of variables τ ÞÑ ´τ demonstrates
that E´ν is the reflection of E
`
ν about the origin in t, so we will restrict our attention to E
`
ν The
Paley-Wiener-Schwartz Theorem implies that the support of E`ν is contained in the forward light cone
(c.f. [Hör83, §7.3]). We can also directly verify that lE`ν “ νE
`
ν´1. Indeed, if F P S pR1`nq and if pF
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denotes its space-time transform given by
pF pτ, ξq “
ż
R1`n
e´ixx,ξy´itτF pt, xq dx dt,
then we have























eixx,ξy`itτ p|ξ|2 ´ pτ ´ iεq2q´ν
ˆ
|ξ|2 ´ τ2
|ξ|2 ´ pτ ´ iεq2
˙









xνE`ν´1, F y, if ν ě 1,
F pt, xq, if ν “ 0.
So, when using the formula (3.7), we still have that E`ν solves (3.5). Since E
`
0 , when defined by (3.7), is
supported in the forward light cone, and since the advanced fundamental solution of the wave equation is
unique, we must have that the definitions (3.6) and (3.7) are equivalent when ν “ 0. By induction, we
obtain that the formulas must also be equivalent for all ν “ 1, 2, . . . . Therefore, (3.7) gives an alternative
formula for the fundamental solutions of lν`1. We summarize several important properties of E˘ν in the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.3.1 ( [Sog14, Proposition 1.2.4], [Hör85, Lemma 17.4.2]). For each ν “ 0, 1, 2, . . . the
distributions E˘ν defined by (3.6), or equivalently (3.7), satisfy










νE˘ν´1, ν “ 1, 2, . . .















E`ν pt, xq “ 0, ν “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , and lim
tÑ0`








0, k ď 2ν
ν!δ0, k “ 2ν ` 1,
(3.9)
where δ0 denotes the Dirac delta in Rn.
It is natural to ask how the formulation of the fundamental solution of l using (3.7) is related to the
more traditional method of building the sine and cosine kernels using the Fourier transform only in the























eixx,ξy cos t|ξ| dξ
in the sense of distributions. This method can be reconciled with our construction by observing that the
Fourier transform of sin t|ξ|





























τ ´ c` iε
´
1

































|ξ|2 ´ pτ ´ iεq2
´
1



















|ξ|2 ´ pτ ´ iεq2
´
1
|ξ|2 ´ pτ ` iεq2
˙
dξ dτ












Furthermore, using the fact that E˘0 is only supported where ˘t ą 0, we can write













We can combine (3.10) with the second identity in (3.8) to obtain yet another representation of E`ν ´E
´
ν ,
which will prove to be incredibly useful for obtaining the precise asymptotic behavior of the smoothed











and using (3.10) as the base case, we obtain that E`ν ´E
´
ν can be expressed as a finite linear combination













eixx,ξy cospt|ξ|q |ξ|´ν´1´k dξ
with j, k being nonnegative integers such that j ` k “ ν (c.f. [Sog14, Remark 1.2.5]). Writing sin t|ξ|
and cos t|ξ| in terms of the exponential function, we therefore have for any ν ě 0 and any pt, xq P R1`n,
E`ν pt, xq ´ E
´










eixx,ξy˘it|ξ| |ξ|´ν´1´k dξ, (3.12)
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for some collection of B˘j,k. Similarly, we have that for ν ě 1,
BtpE
`
ν pt, xq ´ E
´










eixx,ξy˘it|ξ| |ξ|´ν´k dξ (3.13)
for some C˘j,k. We note the above Fourier integrals are quite singular near |ξ| “ 0, but this is of little
concern, since we are interested in the singularities of the wave kernel as a function of t and x, which
correspond to the decay rate of the integrand as |ξ| Ñ 8. To be more precise, let χ P C8pRq be a
function which is identically zero on a neighborhood of zero and satisfying χpsq “ 1 for |s| ě 1. Then,




is the inverse Fourier transform of a t-dependent family of distributions with compact support in ξ,
and the dependence on t is smooth and uniformly bounded. Now, recall that the Fourier transform
maps E 1pRnq Ñ C8pRnq and S 1pRnq Ñ S 1pRnq, where E 1pRnq and S 1pRnq denote the spaces of
compactly supported and tempered distributions, respectively. Since e˘it|ξ|p1 ´ χp|ξ|qq|ξ|´N lies in
E 1pRnq Ď S 1pRnq, we have that its inverse Fourier transform must be a smooth and tempered function
of t and x. To say that a function f on Rn is tempered means that |fpxq| ď Cp1 ` |x|qN for some
C,N ą 0. From this, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3.2. For any ν “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , and any χ P C8 which vanishes on a neighborhood of zero and
is equal to one outside a larger neighborhood, we have that for any pt, xq P R1`n,
E`ν pt, xq ´ E
´














ν pt, xq ´ E
´










eixx,ξy˘it|ξ|χp|ξ|q|ξ|´ν´k dξ `Gνpt, xq (3.15)
for some coefficients B˘j,k, C
˘
j,k, which are not all zero, and some smooth, tempered functions Fν , Gν P
C8pR1`nq.
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Remark 3.3.3. The content Lemma 3.3.2 is very similar to that of [Sog14, Remark 1.2.5], although
we have rephrased the conclusion using a smooth cutoff in ξ, and stated the result for the symmetrized










ν . We have also added the
observation that the errors Fν and Gν are tempered, not just smooth, since it is of critical importance to
certain proofs in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.4 The Hadamard parametrix construction
In this section, we perform the construction of the Hadamard parametrix. As mentioned in Section 3.1,
we closely follow the exposition of [Sog14, §2.4] and [Hör85, §17.5]. The construction is a local one, so
it is sufficient to consider an open region Ω Ď Rn containing the origin and equipped with a Riemannian
metric g. For the moment, assume that the metric is constant, so that in any given set of coordinates, we
can write it as a fixed symmetric positive definite matrix pgjkq. Such a matrix can be factored as L˚L for




j via the change of coordinates











where pgjkq denotes the inverse of pgjkq. Although each gjk is constant, we do not factor it out in the
above form to be consistent with future calculations. This is also the reason for the choice of y instead
of x as the label for the coordinates. Recalling that E˘0 pt, yq is radial in y, we frequently denote it by
E˘0 pt, |y|q in a slight abuse of notation. Since lE
˘




















gjkyjyk. Since the metric is constant, the geodesic distance from y to the origin
is simply given by the length of the ray connecting 0 and y in the metric g, which is given by |y|g
(technically, the metric is only defined as a measurement on tangent vectors, but we can ignore this
by identifying Rn with its tangent space at 0). Notice that the right-hand side of (3.16) is exactly the
Schwartz kernel of the identity operator with respect to the product measure dtdvg on R ˆ Ω, where
dvg is the Riemannian volume form. The key idea in generalizing to the variable metric case is that if













, at least for small t. This is equivalent








gjkp0qyk, for j “ 1, . . . , n, (3.17)
and that geodesics in these coordinates are rays through the origin, which implies that the geodesic
distance from the origin can be computed as









These conditions are satisfied if we choose the coordinates as follows. Pick a basis pv1, . . . , vnq of
T ˚0 Ω, and define the chart map by py1, . . . , ynq ÞÑ exp0py1v1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ynvnq on a sufficiently small ball
Bεp0q Ď T
˚
0 Ω (c.f. [Hör85, Appendix C.5]). These are known as geodesic normal coordinates, although
this name is sometimes reserved for the special case where pv1, . . . , vnq is an orthonormal basis, in which
case the metric satisfies pgjkp0qq “ I. But this can always be accomplished via an additional linear


















when t is sufficiently small. Since E´0 is obtained from E
`
0 by reflection in t, we restrict our attention
only to the case where t is positive throughout most of this section. Fixing t ą 0 for the moment, it

































when y is sufficiently close to zero. That it is enough to prove this for smooth functions follows from the
fact that E`0 pt, |y|q can be constructed as a limit of smooth functions of |y|
2 (see [Sog14, §1.2]). In fact,
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where in the second to last equality, we used that geodesic normal coordinates satisfy (3.17), provided
that y is close enough to 0 so that the coordinates are valid. Hence, (3.20) holds for |y|g sufficiently small.
Recalling that E`0 pt, yq is supported where |y| ď t, we obtain (3.18) for small enough t. In particular,
the equation holds for any t smaller than the injectivity radius of pΩ, gq.
However, (3.18) is still not enough for the purposes of constructing a fundamental solution of














































det gq. The next step in the construction is to deal with the error terms
that appear when using the true Laplacian in (3.18). For this, we make use of the distributions E`ν for
ν ě 1, as their recursion properties (discussed in Lemma 3.3.1) will prove quite useful for building
correction terms in the parametrix. We proceed by computing some useful formulas involving E`ν .
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‚E`ν pt, dgp0, yqq “ νE
`
ν´1pt, dgp0, yqq, (3.22)
and also, if we write E`ν pt, |y|q “ F p|y|









E`ν pt, dgp0, yqq “ 2yjF
1pd2gp0, yqq.













































for any ν “ 1, 2, . . . . The analogue in the case where ν “ 0 can be obtained by writing E`0 pt, |y|q as















Recalling property (3.17) and using that pgjkpyqq is the inverse of pgjkpyqq, we see that equations (3.23)
and (3.24) are equivalent to
B
Byk























gp0, yqq, k “ 1, 2, . . . , n, (3.26)
respectively.
We are now prepared to begin the iteration procedure for constructing the Hadamard parametrix. Our







ν pt, dgp0, yqq (3.27)
solves pB2t `∆gqSN “
1?
det g
δ0,0 modulo a remainder which can be made as smooth as we like by taking
N sufficiently large. For this, we note that by (3.18), (3.24), and (3.26), we have
pB2t `∆gqu0E
`



































0 pt, dgp0, yqq
` 2phpyqu0pyq ´ 2xy,∇yu0yqF 10pd2gp0, yqq,







For ν ě 1, we similarly apply (3.22), (3.23), and (3.25) to see that for any uν P C8pBεp0qq,
pB2t `∆gquνE
`
ν pt, dgp0, yqq “ νuνE
`
ν´1pt, dgp0, yqq ` p∆guνqE
`




phpyquνpyq ´ 2xy,∇yuνyqE`ν´1pt, dgp0, yqq.
Therefore, if we choose the coefficients uν to solve the sequence of transport equations given by
hpyqu0pyq “ 2xy,∇yu0y, u0p0q “ 1 (3.28)
and
2νuνpyq ´ hpyquνpyq ` 2xy,∇yuνy ` 2∆guν´1 “ 0. (3.29)











δ0,0 ` p∆guN qE
`
N pt, dgp0, yqq. (3.30)
Recalling (3.6), we see that E`N is an element of C
k, provided that N ą k ` n´12 , and hence we can
make the error term as smooth as we like by taking N large. However, we must justify that (3.28) and
(3.29) have unique solutions in our small coordinate neighborhood. We note that xy,∇yu0y “ rBru0,




u0, u0p0q “ 0


























and u0 is strictly positive and smooth, since hpsyq vanishes to first order as sÑ 0, and therefore cancels
the singularity of 1s . We can also write u0 in terms of the Θ-function on Ω, which can be expressed in
coordinates as













































Note that one can always choose the geodesic normal coordinates so that Θp0q “ 1, if desired.
For ν ě 1, let us assume that uν´1 P C8pBεp0qq satisfying (3.29) (or (3.28) if ν “ 1) has already



















Thus, if we make the substitutions w “ uνu0 and f “
´∆guν´1
u0
, we get that (3.29) can be written as
νw ` rBrw “ f.










Note that we have implicitly set the constant of integration to zero, since we would otherwise obtain a





sν´1u´10 psyq∆guν´1psyq ds, ν “ 1, 2, . . . ,
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are the unique solutions of (3.29), and they are seen to be smooth by induction. These formulas are
known as the Minakshisundaram-Pleijel recursion relations, and also appear in the construction of the
heat kernel (c.f. [Cha84]).
Up to this point, we have only shown that we can approximate the fundamental solution of B2t `∆g
near 0. However, the same construction holds near an arbitrary point x P Ω, provided that we choose x to
be identified with 0 in our normal coordinate neighborhood. When x is fixed, we can therefore pull back
the functions uνpyq by the normal coordinate map to obtain functions of y which are defined in a small
neighborhood of x, which we denote by uνpx, yq. (Note that this is a slight abuse of notation, since now
y denotes a point in Ω, rather than its representation in normal coordinates.) Then, the distance function
dgp0, yq becomes dgpx, yq, and the uνpx, yq are obtained by integrating along the geodesic connecting x
and y, rather than along a ray through the origin. The quantity Θ also pulls back to a two-point function
Θpx, yq, which has a coordinate invariant definition given by
Θpx, yq “ |detpd expxqexp´1x pyq|,
see [Bér77a,Bon17]. Since geodesic normal coordinates vary smoothly with the base point x (c.f. [Sog14,
Corollary 2.3.2]), we obtain an analogue of (3.30) with δ0,0 replaced by δ0,x for all x in an open, relatively
compact subset of Ω.
Theorem 3.2 ( [Sog14, Theorem 2.4.1]). Let X be a fixed open and relatively compact subset of Ω.











δ0,xpt, yq ` p∆g,yuN px, yqqE
˘
N pt, dgpx, yqq,
for all |t| ă ε, for any N P N and any px, yq P X ˆ Ω, where ∆g,y denotes the Laplacian acting in the








u0px, yq “ Θ
´ 1
2 px, yq,








2 px, σpsqq∆g,yuν´1px, σpsqq ds, ν “ 1, 2, . . . ,
(3.32)
where σ : r0, 1s ÞÑ Ω is the unique geodesic connecting x to y, parametrized by arc length.
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We note that Theorem 3.2 was presented in [Sog14] with the roles of x and y reversed, but this is
merely a cosmetic difference.
Remark 3.4.1. Recall that in Euclidean space, one can express the cosine kernel as BtpE`0 ´E
´
0 q. So








ν pt, dgpx, yqq ´ E
´
ν pt, dgpx, yqqq.
As a point of notation, we define
Wνpt, dgpx, yqq “ Bt
`
E`ν pt, dgpx, yqq ´ E
´
ν pt, dgpx, yqq
˘
, ν “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , (3.33)





uνpx, yqWνpt, dgpx, yqq “ p∆guN px, yqqWN pt, dgpx, yqq




uνpx, yqWνp0, x, yq “ δxpyq,





uνpx, yqWνp0, x, yq “ 0,
so we indeed have a parametrix for cospt
a
∆gq for |t| ă injpM, gq. However, this method does not
take advantage of the fact that we are interested in manifolds without conjugate points. In order to
obtain a logarithmic improvement in the two-point Weyl law, we require our parametrix to be a valid
approximation for timescales on the order of log λ. To remedy this problem, we lift to the universal cover,
which has some very convenient properties when the base manifold has no conjugate points. This idea is
the focus of the next chapter.
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We conclude this chapter with an analogue of Lemma 3.3.2 which holds for
Wνpt, dgpx, yqq “ BtpE
`
0 pt, dgpx, yqq ´ E
´
0 pt, dgpx, yqqq
on manifolds, and it follows from Lemma 3.3.2 and the discussion immediately preceding it by pulling
back via the inverse exponential map exp´1x pyq.
Lemma 3.4.2. Let pM, gq be a Riemannian manifold. Then, for t P R and any x, y PM , we have












Furthermore, if χ P C8pRq vanishes on a neighborhood of zero and is equal to one outside some larger























for some C˘j,k, which are not all zero, and some smooth, tempered function Gν . Note that the subscripts
gx denote measurement with respect to the natural metric on T ˚xM induced by g.
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CHAPTER 4
The Geometry of Manifolds without Conjugate Points
The aim of this chapter is to use the assumption that pM, gq has no conjugate points to build a
long-time parametrix for cospt
a
∆gq. We accomplish this by lifting to the universal cover of pM, gq,
which we denote by pĂM, rgq. The fact that the base manifold has no conjugate points has many significant
implications for the structure of pĂM, rgq. We begin in Section 4.1 with a brief summary of some results
from the theory of Jacobi fields, as well as a few general facts about the universal cover of a manifold
which has no conjugate points. In Section 4.2, we prove several global estimates on fundamental
geometric quantities defined on the universal cover, which then enables us to obtain precise error bounds
for the Hadamard parametrix in Section 4.3.
4.1 Jacobi fields and conjugate points
Since many of the techniques used in this chapter involve the analysis of Jacobi fields, we begin with
some definitions and general facts about them. For a more comprehensive overview, we direct the reader
to [doC92, Ch. 4] and [Lee18, Ch. 10].
Definition 4.1.1. Let pM, gq be any Riemannian manifold, and let σ be a geodesic in M . A vector field
J along σ is said to be a Jacobi field if it satisfies the Jacobi equation, given by
J2ptq `Rpσ1ptq, Jptqqσ1ptq “ 0, (4.1)
where the “prime” notation here denotes the covariant derivative along σ, and for any X,Y P TM ,
RpX,Y q is the Riemannian curvature endomorphism defined by
RpX,Y q “ ∇X∇Y ´∇Y∇X ´∇rX,Y s,
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection.
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Note that our choice of convention for the curvature is consistent with [Lee18], but differs slightly
from that of [doC92]. The motivation for equation (4.1) comes from the notion of a variation through
geodesics. We say that F : p´ε, εqˆr0, as ÞÑM is a variation through geodesics if the curve t ÞÑ F ps, tq





satisfies the Jacobi equation [Lee18, Theorem 10.1].
Of particular significance are Jacobi fields which satisfy the initial condition Jp0q “ 0. Intuitively,
these Jacobi fields characterize the rate at which geodesics emanating from a given point spread out,
which can be seen from the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1.1 ( [doC92, Proposition 2.4]). Let σ : r0, as ÑM be a geodesic and let J be a Jacobi
field along σ with Jp0q “ 0. Set J 1p0q “ w and σ1p0q “ v. Consider w as an element of TavpTσp0qMq














for t P r0, as.





is a geodesic starting at x with initial velocity
1





is a variation through geodesics with Jptq as its variation field. Thus, the
statement of Proposition 4.1.1 implies that Jptq gives the infinitesimal change due to perturbing the initial
velocity of σ in the direction J 1p0q “ w. Since Jacobi fields are uniquely determined by their initial
conditions, Proposition 4.1.1 also immediately implies that any Jacobi field which vanishes at x can be
expressed as
Jptq “ pd expxqtσ1p0qptJ
1p0qq.
The implications of this formula are quite significant. Suppose that J is a Jacobi field with Jp0q “ 0,
but which is not identically zero (i.e. J 1p0q ‰ 0). Then, Jpt0q “ 0 for some t0 ą 0 if and only if the
point t0σ1p0q P TxM is a critical point for expx. Thus, Jacobi fields provide a method of analyzing the
singularities of the exponential map.
Definition 4.1.2. Let σ : r0, as ÞÑM be a geodesic. A point σpt0q for 0 ă t0 ď a is said to be conjugate
to σp0q along σ if there exists a non-zero Jacobi field J along σ with the property that Jp0q “ Jpt0q “ 0.
The set of all points which are conjugate to x along some geodesic is called the conjugate locus of x.
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Therefore, if pM, gq has no conjugate points, we have that all Jacobi fields on M with Jp0q “ 0 are
nonvanishing for all t ą 0. This restriction has a powerful implication for the structure of the universal
cover of M . Specifically, we have the following theorem, due to Cartan and Hadamard.
Theorem 4.1 (Cartan-Hadamard). Let pM, gq be a complete, connected manifold, and suppose there




is a smooth covering map, and so the universal cover of M is diffeomorphic to Rn. In particular, if M is
simply connected, then M itself is diffeomorphic to Rn.
Remark 4.1.2. The statement of the Cartan-Hadamard Theorem is typically given for manifolds with
nonpositive curvature, but the proof as given in [doC92, Ch. 7] shows that the hypotheses need not be so
strong. It is also usually stated with the exponential map acting on the tangent space TxM , rather than
T ˚xM , but using the canonical identification of TxM and T
˚
xM via the metric, this difference is of no
consequence.
Throughout the remainder of this work, we set p “ expx0 : T
˚
x0M Ñ M to be the covering map
based at some fixed x0 P M, and we write pĂM, rgq “ pT ˚x0M, rgq for the universal cover of pM, gq,
equipped with the pullback metric rg “ p˚g. We also indicate points of ĂM by a tilde (e.g. rx, ry) to
distinguish them from points of M. Then, since pĂM, rgq has infinite injectivity radius and can be covered




ĂM Ñ ĂM for any rx),
Theorem 3.2 implies that for any N ą 0, the partial sum








rKN pt, rx, ryq “ p∆
rg,ryruN prx, ryqqWN pt, drgprx, ryqq
for any t P R and any rx, ry P ĂM. Here we recall that Wν is defined by (3.33), and the uν are given by the
analogue of (3.32) on pĂM, rgq. Given this global parametrix on Rˆ ĂM ˆ ĂM , we can induce a parametrix
on the base manifold by projection, which is accomplished by summing over the elements of the deck
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transformation group Γ. This group Γ consists of a countable collection of isometries γ : ĂM Ñ ĂM , and
one can identify functions on M with functions on ĂM which are invariant under the action of Γ. That is,
if rf : ĂM ÞÑ C is such that γ˚ rf “ rf for every γ P Γ, then there exists a unique function f : M Ñ C
such that f ˝ p “ rf . Motivated by this fact, we project rKN onto M as follows. For any x, y PM , we set
KN pt, x, yq :“
ÿ
γPΓ








for any rx, ry P ĂM such that pprxq “ x and ppryq “ y, in which case we say that rx, ry are lifts of x, y,
respectively. Since Γ forms a group, it is immediate that the right-hand side of (4.3) is invariant under the
action of Γ in the ry-variable. To see that the same holds for the action in rx, note that uνprx, ryq depends
only on the geometry of ĂM along the geodesic connecting rx and ry. Since every element of Γ is an
isometry, we have that for any given γ P Γ,
uνpγrx, ryq “ uνprx, γ
´1
ryq, and d
rgpγrx, ryq “ drgprx, γ
´1
ryq.
Since every translate of ry appears in the summation in (4.3), the right-hand side is also invariant under
the action of Γ in rx,. This implies that the definition of KN pt, x, yq is independent of the choice of lifts
rx, ry, and therefore gives a well-defined distribution on RˆM ˆM .
Upon first glance, it may appear that there is an issue of summability in the summation over γ P Γ in
(4.3). However, we argue that this is not the case using the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1.3 ( [CdV73, Lemma 6]). Suppose that the sectional curvature of pĂM, rgq is bounded below
by ´κ2 for some fixed κ ą 0. Then, there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
#tγ P Γ : d
rgprx, γrxq ď su ď Ce
pn´1qκs (4.4)
for all rx P ĂM and any s P R.
We note that this lemma was stated in [CdV73] for manifolds with nonpositive curvature, but the proof
only relies on the fact that the curvature is bounded below, and ĂM certainly has this property since it is the
universal cover of a compact manifold. Thus, for any fixed t P R and fixed rx, ry P ĂM , there are at most
finitely many γ P Γ for which d
rgprx, γryq ď |t|. Since Wνpt, drgprx, γryqq vanishes when drgprx, γryq ą |t|,
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we have that the summation over Γ in the definition ofKN is in fact finite for any fixed t, with the number
of terms growing exponentially in |t| according to (4.4).
Although the definition (4.3) is independent of the choice of lifts of x and y, it will be convenient for
later computations to impose an additional restriction on this choice. In particular, given a lift rx of x, we
would like ry to be chosen such that d
rgprx, ryq “ dgpx, yq, and hence drgprx, γryq is minimized when γ “ Id.
The following lemma shows that this is always possible, provided that x and y are sufficiently close in
M.
Lemma 4.1.4. Let x, y P M with dgpx, yq ď 12 injpM, gq, and fix a lift rx P ĂM of x. Then, there
exists a unique lift ry P ĂM for which d
rgprx, ryq “ dgpx, yq, and this lift varies smoothly as a function of
y P B 1
2





Proof. The existence of such a lift ry follows immediately from the fact that p is a local isometry in a
ball of radius 12 injpM, gq around rx, which also shows that the lift varies smoothly with y. To show
uniqueness, let x, y, and ry be as above, and note that any other lift of y must be of the form γry for some
γ ‰ Id . Then d
rgpry, γryq is the length of a nontrivial closed geodesic in M starting and ending at y. Since
M is compact, there exists a positive minimum of the lengths of such geodesics which is independent of
y. In fact, we have that 0 ă injpM, gq ă d
rgpry, γryq. Thus, by the triangle inequality, we have
0 ă injpM, gq ď d
rgpry, γryq ď drgpry, rxq ` drgprx, γryq “ dgpx, yq ` drgprx, γryq,
since d
rgprx, ryq “ dgpx, yq. Using that dgpx, yq ď 12 injpM, gq, we can rearrange the above to obtain
0 ă dgpx, yq ď
1
2
injpM, gq ă d
rgprx, γryq,
which demonstrates that d
rgprx, γryq ‰ dgpx, yq, and also verifies the claimed lower bound on drgprx, γryq.
The primary objective of this chapter is to estimate the pointwise error between the parametrix (4.3)
and the exact cosine kernel. However, we must first address some difficulties which arise due to the loss
of compactness when lifting to the universal cover. In particular, as |t| Ñ 8, the size of the support
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of Wνpt, d
rgprx, ryqq (as a distribution on ĂM ˆ ĂM ) becomes arbitrarily large, and so we must control the
global behavior of the coefficients uν as the distance between rx and ry grows. We shall also require
estimates on the derivatives of the squared distance function and of the inverse exponential map. This is
the goal of the following section.
4.2 Global geometric estimates on the universal cover
The universal cover of a compact manifold is an example of a manifold of bounded geometry, in the
sense that the curvature tensor and all its covariant derivatives are bounded, and that the injectivity radius
at each point is uniformly bounded below (The latter condition is trivial here, since the exp
rx is a global
diffeomorphism for any rx P ĂM ). As such, we can define a useful class of operators on pĂM, rgq, called
C8-bounded differential operators (c.f. [Shu92]).
Definition 4.2.1. Let pN,hq be a complete Riemannian manifold of bounded geometry. The algebra of
C8-bounded differential operators onN , denoted DiffpNq, is defined as the set ofP : C8pNq Ñ C8pNq
such that in any geodesic normal coordinate neighborhood (also called a canonical coordinate neighbor-







for some natural number m, where the pα are smooth functions satisfying |B
β
xpα| ď Cβ for some Cβ
which does not depend on the choice of coordinate neighborhood (but may depend on r). The space of
C8-bounded differential operators of a fixed order m is denoted DiffmpNq.
For example, covariant differentiation of functions is an element of Diff1pNq, and the Laplacian on N
is an element of Diff2pNq. Furthermore, any differential operator on ĂM which we can realize as the
pullback of an operator on M is also C8-bounded, since M is compact. For this reason, we shall only
need to consider differentiation in canonical coordinates on ĂM. For further information on C8-bounded
differential operators, and on manifolds of bounded geometry in general, see [Shu92].
We are now ready to present an estimate on the Hadamard coefficients uν under the action of C8-
bounded differential operators. We note that throughout the remainder of this work, we shall frequently
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consider elements P,Q P DiffpĂMq acting on functions of prx, ryq P ĂMˆĂM , and so we denote the variable
of differentiation by a subscript, e.g. P
rx or Qry.
Proposition 4.2.1. Let uν P C8pĂM ˆ ĂMq be defined by (3.32), and let P,Q P DiffpĂMq. Then, for
each ν “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , there exist constants C1, C2 ą 0 such that
|P
rxQryuνprx, ryq| ď C1e
C2d
rgprx,ryq, rx, ry P ĂM. (4.6)
Remark 4.2.2. In [Bér77a], a weaker version of the above result was proved for manifolds with
nonpositive curvature. In particular, it was shown that |∆k
rg,ryuνprx, ryq| ď C1e
C2d
rgprx,ryq for any k. This was
accomplished by expressing all quantities in geodesic normal coordinates centered at a fixed rx and using
estimates on Jacobi fields emanating from rx. However, this method fails if one also wishes to differentiate
with respect to rx. In [Bon17], the result of [Bér77a] was generalized to manifolds without conjugate
points, but the statement again only allowed for powers of the Laplacian acting in the ry-variable. The
proof of Proposition 4.2.1 still uses Jacobi field methods, but we must consider families of Jacobi fields
along geodesics where both endpoints are variable, which makes the analysis considerably more subtle.
We argue in close analogy to the proof of [Bla18, Lemma 3.3], which studied the behavior of d
rg and
its covariant derivatives along a fixed pair of geodesics. The main technique used was an analysis of a
two-dimensional variation through geodesics using Jacobi fields. Here, we generalize this method by
studying an analogous 2n-dimensional variation, which we use to obtain estimates on arbitrary derivatives
of the exponential map. Another notable difference is that we use [Bon17, Lemma 4] to obtain certain
lower bounds on Jacobi fields without relying on the nonpositive curvature assumption of [Bla18].
Proof of Proposition 4.2.1. Since the uν are defined recursively by (3.32), it suffices to prove the bound
(4.6) for derivatives of the first Hadamard coefficient, u0prx, ryq “ Θ´
1
2 prx, ryq. Recall that the Θ-function
is defined by








rgprx, ryq is bounded away from zero, and hence Θ´
1




outside a fixed neighborhood of the diagonal in ĂM ˆ ĂM . Thus, by the chain rule, it suffices to estimate
the derivatives of Θ in order to obtain the bound on u0.
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Fix rx0, ry0 P ĂM and assume without loss of generality that d
rgprx0, ry0q ě 1. Let U, V be small open
neighborhoods of 0 in Rn and let ϕ : U Ñ ĂM and ψ : V Ñ ĂM be geodesic normal coordinate charts












for some j, k ě 0, where the coefficient functions pα, qβ are bounded in the C8-topologies on U
and V , respectively. Therefore, it suffices to estimate iterated applications of Bw and Bz to Θ in these
coordinates. To accomplish this, we consider a 2n-dimensional variation through geodesics, motivated
by the argument in [Bla18, §3]. Set ρ0 “ d
rgprx0, ry0q and define the map F : U ˆ V ˆ RÑ ĂM by







which is a 2n-dimensional variation through geodesics in the sense that the map t ÞÑ F pw, z, tq is a
geodesic parametrized with speed d
rgpϕpwq, ψpzqq{ρ0 for each fixed w, z. Note that since the metric
on ĂM is uniquely geodesic, the map prx, ryq ÞÑ exp´1
rx pryq is smooth and globally defined on ĂM ˆ ĂM .




is a matrix whose columns are given by





covariant derivatives in the w, z coordinate directions are bounded exponentially in ρ0. Since F is a
variation through geodesics, we have that for each fixed j, BzjF and BwjF are Jacobi fields along the
geodesic t ÞÑ F pw, z, tq (c.f. [Lee18]).
The precise estimate we seek to prove is as follows. For any integer k ě 0, we write Dk to denote a
generic composition of covariant derivatives of the form
Dk “ D1D2 ¨ ¨ ¨Dk, with D` P D :“ tDw1 , . . . , Dwn , Dz1 , . . . , Dznu for ` ď k, (4.7)
where Dwj and Dzj denote covariant differentiation of vector fields in the corresponding coordinate
directions. Then for any j “ 1, . . . , n, and all t P r0, ρ0s, we claim that
|DkBzjF p0, 0, tq|rg ` |DtDkBzjF p0, 0, tq|rg ď C1eC2ρ0 , (4.8)
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for some constants C1, C2 ą 0 which may depend on the particular combination of derivatives which
make up Dk. The same estimate holds if BzjF is replaced by BwjF .
To prove the claim in (4.8), we begin by noting some facts about general Jacobi fields on manifolds
without conjugate points. In the notation of [Bon17], let us fix a geodesic σ emanating from rx0 P ĂM and
let Aptq be the matrix Jacobi field along σ satisfying
Ap0q “ 0 and DtAp0q “ I.
That is,
Aptq : Tσp0qĂM Ñ TσptqĂM,
and for any v P Tσp0qM ,
Jptq “ Aptqv
is a Jacobi vector field along σ with initial data Jp0q “ 0 and J 1p0q “ v. Given that the tangential
component of any Jacobi field vanishing at σp0q is linear in t [doC92, Remark 2.2], it suffices to consider
only Jacobi fields which are normal to σ1ptq. Therefore, we define AKptq as follows. Choose v2, . . . , vn
in Tσp0qĂM such that tσ1p0q, v2, . . . , vnu is orthonormal basis. In this basis, we can write Aptq as a block










for some constant c, and some matrix AKptq which acts on the orthogonal complement of σ1p0q in

















To obtain a lower bound, we appeal to [Bon17, Lemma 4], which shows that if ĂM has no conjugate
points, then for any ε ą 0, there exists a constant C ą 0, depending only on ε and the curvature of ĂM,
such that }AKptq´1}
rg ď C for all t ą ε, or equivalently }AKptq}rg ě C´1. Hence, for any orthogonal
Jacobi vector field Jptq along σ such that Jp0q “ 0, we have that
C´1|DtJp0q|
rg ď |Jptq|rg ď sinhpκ
2tq|DtJp0q|
rg (4.9)
for t ą ε. Since we have assumed that ρ0 “ d
rgprx0, ry0q ě 1, we may make the choice of ε ! 1
independently of rx0, ry0.
The next step in the proof of (4.8) is to show that DkBzjF p0, 0, tq satisfies an inhomogeneous Jacobi
equation of the form
D2t pDkBzjF q `RpDkBzjF, BtF qBtF ` Sk “ 0 (4.10)
where Sk is a vector field along the variation F which is induced by the pullback of a sum of tensors
on the base manifold M evaluated on a subcollection of the vector fields Dk1BzjF , DtDk
1
BzjF , BtF,
for some Dk1 which is an iterated combination of elements of D of order k1 ă k. Recall that R is the
Riemannian curvature defined by
RpX,Y q “ ∇X∇Y ´∇Y∇X ´∇rX,Y s.
We also note that from this point on, all functions of w, z are evaluated at w “ z “ 0, unless otherwise
specified. The statement (4.10) is analogous to [Bla18, Equation 3.17] and although it can be proved
in a very similar fashion, we provide the proof here for the sake of completeness. The proof proceeds
by induction on k. In the case where k “ 0, the vector fields BzjF are Jacobi fields along the geodesic
t ÞÑ F p0, 0, tq, and hence
D2t BzjF `RpBzjF, BtF qBtF “ 0,





tDkBzjF `DzjRpDkBzjF, BtF qBtF `DzjSk
“ D2t pDzjDkBzjF q `RpDzjDkBzjF, BtF qBtF ` rDzj , D2t sDkBzjF
`
´




with a similar equation holding if we apply Dwj instead. Notice that the first two terms in the final
equality in (4.11) are exactly the principal terms of the inhomogeneous Jacobi equation (4.10) for k ` 1,
with Dk`1 “ DzjDk. To deal with the commutator rDzj , D2t s, we make note of a useful identity, which
holds for any vector field V pw, z, tq along the variation F (c.f. [Lee18, Proposition 7.5]),
rDzj , DtsV “ RpBzjF, BtF qV. (4.12)
Therefore, if we set V “ DkBzjF , we have
rDzj , D
2





“ DzjDtpDtV q ´DtDzj pDtV q ´DtrDt, Dzj sV
“ rDzj , DtsDtV `DtrDzj , DtsV










“ RpBzjF, BtF qDtV `RpDtBzjF, BtF qV ` pDtRqpBzjF, BtF qV,
and one can obtain the final term as a vector field obtained by raising the 1-form which acts on tangent
vectors by
X ÞÑ ∇RmpBzjF, BtF, V,X, BtF q,
where RmpX,Y, Z,W q “ xRpX,Y qZ,W y
rg is the p0, 4q-curvature tensor, and ∇Rm is its covariant
differential, in the sense of [doC92, Definition 5.7]. Recalling that the covering map p : ĂM ÑM is a
local isometry, we can realize ∇Rm as the pullback of a tensor on M , and hence its action on S˚ĂM is
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uniformly bounded. Next, we consider the term in parentheses on the right-hand side of (4.11), which we
can write as
RpV,DtBzjF qBtF `RpV, BtF qDtBzjF ` pDzjRqpV, BtF qBtF,
where we can again express the final term using ∇Rm. Note that in the first and second terms, we
have used the symmetry lemma for parametrized surfaces (c.f. [doC92, Lemma 3.4]), which states that
DzjBtF “ DtBzjF . Finally, since we have assumed that Sk is the pullback of a sum of tensors on M
evaluated along a subcollection of the vector fields Dk1BzjF, DtDk
1
BzjF, BtF for k
1 ă k, the definition
of covariant differentiation of tensors implies that the same is true for DzjSk, but with k
1 ă k ` 1. Thus,
by induction (4.10) holds for all k.
To obtain the estimate (4.8), we again induct on k. For k “ 0, BzjF satisfies the homogeneous











“ xBzjF,DtBzjF yrg ` xD
2
t BzjF,DtBzjF yrg
“ xBzjF,DtBzjF yrg ´ xRpBzjF, BtF qBtF,DtBzjF yrg
“ xBzjF,DtBzjF yrg ´RmpBzjF, BtF, BtF,DtBzjF q.
Since Rm can be realized as the pullback of a tensor on M (and hence acts in a bounded way on S˚ĂM ),
and since |BtF |



















for some C0 ą 0. Gronwall’s inequality then implies that
|BzjF p0, 0, tq|rg ` |DtBzjF p0, 0, tq|rg ď C1
`
|BzjF p0, 0, 0q|rg ` |DtBzjF p0, 0, 0q|rg
˘
eC0t (4.13)
for some C1 ą 0 and all t P r0, ρ0s, where we recall that ρ0 “ d
rgprx0, ry0q. Since F pw, z, 0q “ ϕpwq
for all z, it is clear that BzjF vanishes at t “ 0. Also, recalling that BzjF is a Jacobi field, and that
Bzj pF p0, 0, ρ0qq “ Bzjψp0q is the initial velocity of a geodesic starting at ψp0q “ ry0, evaluating (4.9) at
t “ ρ0 implies that
1
sinhpκ2ρ0q




where BzjF p0, 0, 0q
K denotes the component which is orthogonal to the velocity of the geodesic
t ÞÑ F p0, 0, tq. Combining the rightmost inequality with (4.13), and recalling that the tangential compo-
nent of any Jacobi field is an affine function of t, we have that
|BzjF p0, 0, tq|rg ` |DtBzjF p0, 0, tq|rg ď C1e
C0t (4.14)
for some C1 ą 0 and for all t P r0, ρ0s. Next, let k ě 1 and assume that we have a bound of the form
(4.8) for any Drk with rk ă k. Let Dk be any iterated combination of elements of D of order k as before,









1ptqqσ1ptq ` Sk “ 0
X0 “ 0, Xρ0 “ fpry0q,
(4.15)
where σptq “ F p0, 0, tq is the geodesic connecting rx0 and ry0, and f is a vector field on ĂM which is
uniformly bounded. The differential equation here is simply (4.10), which we have already proved. To
see that Xt satisfies the claimed boundary conditions, note that
F pw, z, 0q “ ϕpwq and F pw, z, ρ0q “ ψpzq,
and so Xt always vanishes at t “ 0, since its definition involves applying Bzj to F . Furthermore, if Dk
consists of any derivatives in w, then Xt also vanishes at t “ ρ0. If Dk consists only of derivatives in z,
then Xρ0 is computed by repeatedly differentiating the canonical chart map ψ, and is therefore uniformly
bounded independently of ry0, since ĂM has bounded geometry (c.f. [Shu92]). We then decompose
Xt “ Yt ` Zt, where Yt satisfies the same inhomogeneous equation as Xt but with Y0 “ DtY0 “ 0,





rg xDtYt, Ytyrg ď |DtYt|rg. (4.16)
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Similarly, we have that Bt|DtYt|
























Recall that Sk is comprised of pullbacks of tensors on M evaluated along a finite number of vector fields
of the form DrkBzjF,DtD
rkBzjF , and BtF with rk ă k. Since we have assumed that (4.8) holds for such
rk, we have that |Sm|
rg ď Ce














after potentially increasing C. The integral version of Gronwall’s inequality then implies
|Yt|
rg ` |DtYt|rg ď C
1eCkρ0 (4.19)
for some new constants C 1, Ck ą 0.
Next, we consider Zt. If fpy0q ´ Yρ0 “ 0, then Z0 “ Zρ0 “ 0, and so Zt is identically zero by the
no conjugate points assumption. Otherwise, we apply (4.9) to obtain that
|DtZ0|
rg ď C|Zt|rg
for all t P rε, ρ0s for some fixed ε ą 0, and the constant C depends only on ε and the curvature of ĂM .
Evaluating at t “ ρ0 gives |DtZ0|
rg ď |fpy0q ´ Yρ0 |rg, and so repeating the argument for the k “ 0
case and using the boundedness of f along with (4.19) shows that |Zt|
rg ` |DtZt|rg ď C1e
C2ρ0 for some
C1, C2 ą 0. Thus, we have shown that
|Xt|
rg ` |DtXt|rg ď C1e
C2ρ0 .
Recalling that Xt “ DkBzjF, we have completed the proof of (4.8), and therefore Proposition 4.2.1 is
proved. A similar argument holds if one replaces BzjF by BwjF with the boundary conditions in (4.15)
replaced by X0 “ fprx0q, Xρ0 “ 0 for some possibly different f .
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To control the error in using the Hadamard parametrix to approximate cospt
a
∆gq, we also require
the following estimate on derivatives of the inverse exponential map exp´1
rx pryq and of the squared distance
function d2
rgprx, ryq.
Proposition 4.2.3. Let pĂM, rgq be as in Proposition 4.2.1. Then, for any multi-indices α, β, there exist













where the derivatives are taken in canonical coordinates near rx and ry, respectively. Moreover, if














rgprx,ryq, rx, ry P ĂM. (4.21)
Proof. First, let us note that (4.21) follows immediately from (4.20) and the fact that ĂM has bounded
geometry, since d2




rg. So we only need to show (4.20). To do this, we write the action
of exp´1
rx pryq in polar coordinates as
prx, ryq ÞÑ prprx, ryq, ωprx, ryqq P R` ˆ S˚ĂM,
for any prx, ryq which avoid a fixed neighborhood of the diagonal in ĂM ˆ ĂM. Next, we note the following
general fact. If G P C8pRn ˆ Rnq and b P C8pRnq are such that Gpa, bpaqq “ 0 and BbGpa, bpaqq is
invertible, we have that BaGpa, bpaqq ` BbGpa, bpaqqBabpaq “ 0, and hence
Babpaq “ ´BbGpa, bpaqq
´1BaGpa, bpaqq. (4.22)
By repeated differentiation of the equation Gpa, bpaqq “ 0 with respect to a, one obtains that for any
multiindex α, we can express Bαa bpaq as BbGpa, bpaqq
´1 times a finite linear combination of terms
involving factors of BβaBδbGpa, bpaqq for |β|` |δ| ď |α| and factors of the form B
α1
a bpaq for |α
1| ď |α|´1.
By induction on the order of differentiation with (4.22) as the base case, we have that if |α| “ N , then
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there exists constants CN , kN ą 0 so that















where } ¨ } here denotes the usual matrix norm. We now consider, in some chosen normal coordinates on
ĂM ˆ ĂM and standard polar coodinates pr, ωq on T ˚
rx
ĂM , the function
Gprx, ry; r, ωq “ exp
rxprωq ´ ry.
So in the notation of the preceding discussion, we would have
a “ prx, ryq and bpaq “ prprx, ryq, ωprx, ryqq “ exp´1
rx pryq.
By the proof of Proposition 4.2.1, we have that all derivatives of G are bounded exponentially in r.
Restricted to the set where G “ 0, we know that r “ d
rgprx, ryq, and hence for any N , there exist constants
CN , C
1
N ą 0 such that
|BNG| ď CNe
C1Ndrgprx,ryq. (4.24)
Here BN denotes any combination of derivatives in rx, ry, r, ω with total order N . In what follows, we
assume that all quantities are evaluated where rω “ exp´1
rx pryq, unless otherwise specified. By (4.23) and
(4.24), it only remains to bound the inverse matrix Br,ωG´1. We achieve this by expressing it in terms of
Jacobi fields between rx and ry. In particular, BrG is exactly the velocity of the geodesic connecting rx
and ry, and therefore has norm 1. Also, we have that BωG is an nˆ pn´ 1q dimensional matrix whose
columns are orthogonal Jacobi fields tJkunk“2 along the geodesic connecting rx and ry which vanish at rx.
Thus, the elements of BωG are bounded exponentially in r by (4.9). The columns of Br,ωG are orthogonal
since we are using normal coordinates, and hence Br,ωGT Br,ωG is a diagonal matrix D whose entries are
the norms |Jk|2
rg (if we set J0 “ BrG), which vanish only at r “ 0 and are otherwise bounded away from
zero, again by (4.9). Observing that
Br,ωG
´1 “ D´1Br,ωGT ,
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we see that Br,ωG´1 is also bounded exponentially in r, provided we avoid a neighborhood of r “ 0.
Combining this with (4.23) and (4.24), and recalling that exp´1
rx pryq is globally smooth, the proof is
complete.
4.3 Error estimates for the Hadamard parametrix
Our next goal is to prove estimates on the error between the parametrix KN pt, x, yq given by (4.3) and
the true wave kernel cospt
?
∆gqpx, yq
Proposition 4.3.1. Let pM, gq be a compact Riemannian manifold without conjugate points and let
KN be defined by (4.3). If α, β are multi-indices, and if N ą m ` |α| ` n`12 for some even integer


















C2|t|, t P R. (4.25)
Proof. We prove this bound using some standard energy inequalities for the wave equation and a Sobolev
embedding, along with the geometric bounds proved in Section 4.2. Without loss of generality, we
assume that t ą 0, since both KN and cospt
a
∆gq are even in t. Since the Laplacian commutes with
isometries, Theorem 3.2 shows that the remainder
RN pt, x, yq “ KN pt, x, yq ´ cospt
a
∆gqpx, yq
















pB2t `∆g,yqRN pt, x, yq “ FN pt, x, yq,
RN p0, x, yq “ 0
BtRN p0, x, yq “ 0,
where




rg,ryuN prx, γryqqWN pt, drgprx, γryqq
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xRN pt, x, yqq “ B
α
xFN pt, x, yq
BαxRN p0, x, yq “ 0
Bt pB
α
xRN p0, x, yqq “ 0.
A standard energy inequality for the wave equation with vanishing initial data (c.f. [Tre75, Ch. 47])
yields that for any x PM and t ą 0,





}BαxFN ps, x, ¨q}HmpMq ds, (4.26)
for some constants C1, C2 ą 0, where HmpMq is the usual L2-based Sobolev space of order m. More






We note that the restriction that m is even ensures that p1`∆gqm{2 is a differential operator, and hence
it lifts to an element of DiffpĂMq. This allows us to avoid the notion of pseudodifferential operators on
ĂM, which is rather subtle due to the lack of compactness and provides no meaningful benefit for our










}BαxFN ps, x, ¨q}HmpMq ds, (4.28)
for all x, y PM , all t P R, and some possibly different C1, C2 ą 0.
In order to analyze BαxFN pt, x, yq, we must first identify B
α
x with an operation on the cover, which
we can accomplish by locally pulling back via the covering map p. Since covariant differentiation is a
geometric invariant and p is a local isometry, we have that











Recalling Lemma 4.1.3 and (4.27), and the fact that WN is supported where d
rgprx, ryq ď |t|, we have that
for t ą 0,






































rg,ry commutes with isometries acting in the ry-variable. We claim that the function inside the L2
norm on the right-hand side is bounded pointwise by a constant multiple of eC3s1r0,sspdrgprx, ¨qq for some
C3 ą 0. Note that both Bα
rx and p1 ` ∆rg,ryq
m{2 are elements of DiffpĂMq, since m is even, and so this
claim follows from the fact that for any P
rx, Qry P DiffpĂMq of orders |α| and m, respectively, we have
|P






rxQryWN ps, drgprx, ryqq| ď C
1eC
2s1r0,sspdrgprx, ryqq, (4.31)
for some C 1, C2 ą 0 which may depend on N , P
rx, and Qry. Inequality (4.30) is exactly the content of
Proposition 4.2.1, so we need only show (4.31). For this, we recall that
WN ps, d
rgprx, ryqq “ Bs
`
E`N ps, drgprx, ryqq ´ E
´

























“ m` |α| ` 1,
and hence P
rxQryWN is a continuous function on Rˆ ĂM ˆ ĂM. Since factors of d2
rgprx, ryq may appear due
to the chain rule when differentiating WN ps, d
rgprx, ryqq, we must apply Proposition 4.2.3 to control the
derivatives of these factors. We therefore have that P
rxQryWN ps, drgprx, ryqq exhibits at most exponential
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growth in d
rgprx, ryq and depends polynomially on s. Recalling that WN is supported where drgprx, ryq ď |s|
gives (4.31).











Since the curvature of ĂM is bounded below, the volume of the geodesic ball centered at rx of radius s can





yRN pt, x, yq| ď C1e
C2t
after possibly increasing C1 and C2. Recalling that RN and BtRN both vanish as tÑ 0` and that RN is


















for t P R, which is equivalent to (4.25), and so the proof is complete.
We then have the following corollary, which estimates the error as a result of replacing cospt
a
∆gq
by a partial sum of the Hadamard parametrix in (2.5).
Corollary 4.3.2. Let pM, gq be as in the statement of Theorem 1.1, and let pρA be as in Proposition 2.2.1.
Then, for any multi-indices α, β, if N ą m`|α|` n`12 for some even integer m ą |β|`
n


































for all λ ą 0 and any 0 ă A ď 1.





Remark 4.3.3. By taking A “ 1c log λ in Corollary 4.3.2 for c small enough and combining it with









KN pt, x, yq dt (4.33)
satisfies the asymptotic formula (1.5) with a remainder which obeys (1.14). This is because the
C1e
C2{A “ C1λ



















KN pt, x, yq dt, x, y PM, (5.1)
where KN is the N th partial sum of the Hadamard parametrix projected from ĂM , which is defined by
(4.3). This is what one obtains when replacing cospt
a
∆gqpx, yq by KN pt, x, yq in the formula (2.5) for
the smoothed spectral function ρA ˚ Πλ. Once we have estimated the integral (5.1) and its derivatives
with respect to x and y, the final step in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to prove Proposition 2.1.1, which
is done in Subsection 5.1.1. We conclude the chapter with the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, which
follow quickly from the techniques developed throughout this work.
5.1 Asymptotics using the Hadamard parametrix
By Remark 4.3.3, the proof of Theorem 1.1 reduces to proving the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1.1. Let pM, gq be as in Theorem 1.1 and fix pρA P C8c pRq as in Proposition 2.2.1. Then,
for any integer N ě 0 and any multi-indices α, β, there exist positive constants c0, C, λ0 so that if
A “ 1c log λ with 0 ă c ď c0, then for all x, y PM with dgpx, yq ď
1





























yRN px, y, λq| ď
Cλn´1`|α|`|β|
log λ
, for all λ ě λ0. (5.3)
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Recall that B˚xM “ tξ P T
˚
xM : |ξ|g ď 1u. Also, since KN is defined by (4.3), we have that the














rgprx, γryqq dt, (5.4)
for any choice of lifts rx, ry P ĂM of x, y PM. In particular, given x, y PM with dgpx, yq ď 12 injpM, gq
and given a fixed lift of x, we choose the corresponding lift of y as dictated by Lemma 4.1.4, so that
d
rgprx, γryq “ dgpx, yq if and only if γ “ Id . This implies that the terms in (5.4) where γ “ Id are the
only ones for which the singularities of Wνpt, d
rgprx, γryqq at t “ ˘drgprx, γryq are potentially quite close
to one another, and can actually collapse into a lone singularity at t “ 0 if rx “ ry. Since W0 is the most
singular term in the parametrix, we shall see that the ν “ 0, γ “ Id term contributes the leading order
asymptotics in Proposition 5.1.1, and so we begin by investigating this term.






















where we can use x, y P M instead of their lifts in ĂM since p is an isometry in a neighborhood
containing rx, ry. We also note that throughout this chapter, we use the subscript g (rather than gx) to
denote measurements with respect to the metric on T ˚xM for convenience, unless otherwise stated. To
analyze (5.5), we first study the behavior of its derivative with respect to λ, since it is more straightforward
to study and will prove useful in later arguments. We also ignore the factor of Θ´
1
2 px, yq for the moment.
Lemma 5.1.2. Fix pρA as in Proposition 2.2.1. Then, for any 0 ă A ă 1 and any x, y P M with
dgpx, yq ď
1

















































Note that S˚xM “ tξ P T
˚
xM : |ξ|g “ 1u denotes the co-sphere fiber at x PM .
Proof. For this we argue in a similar fashion to the proof of [CH15, Proposition 12], although we must




pcospa` bq ` cospa´ bqq



















We concern ourselves only with the term involving eitpµ´|ξ|gq, because it can be seen by repeating the
following argument that the other term yields only rapidly decreasing terms in µ, due to the fact that the
















n´1 dσxpωq dr dt, (5.7)











where |Bαa˘pζq| ď Cp1` |ζ|q´
n´1
2














n´1 dr dt, (5.9)
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where ψ˘px, y, t, rq “ tp1´ rq ˘ rdgpx, yq. Motivated by the form of this phase function, we introduce



























for any N ą 2n´ 1, uniformly in 0 ă A ď 1 and all x, y PM with dgpx, yq ď 12 injpM, gq. To see that
the remainder is Opµ´N q, note that if we introduce a factor of 1 ´ βprq in (5.9), we can integrate by
parts arbitrarily many times in t using the operator 1µp1´rqBt, which is well defined on the support of β.










eitp1´rqpρpNqpAtq dt dr, (5.11)
recalling that pρAptq “ pρpAtq. Since pρ is supported in some interval r´L,Ls, we have that pρpNqpAtq
vanishes for |t| ě L{A, and hence (5.11) is bounded in absolute value by a constant times AN´1µ´N ,
provided that N ą 2n´ 1 so that the integral in the r-variable is absolutely convergent. Recalling that
A ď 1 shows that the asymptotic in (5.10) is uniform with respect to A.
Next, we seek to apply stationary phase to the first term in (5.10) (see [Zwo12, Thm 3.16] and
[Fed90]). For this we set b˘Apt, r, x, y, µq “ a˘pµr exp
´1
x pyqqpρAptqr
n´1βprq and note that the phase
functions ψ˘ each have a unique critical point at pt˘0 , r
˘
0 q “ p˘dgpx, yq, 1q. Therefore, by stationary


















0 , x, y, µq ` µ



















ď Cp1` µdgpx, yqq
´n´1
2 ,
with C independent of A, by our estimates on a˘, the fact that pρ is uniformly bounded, and the fact that
β is supported where r « 1. For dgpx, yq ď 12 injpM, gq and A ď 1, we have that pρApdgpx, yqq “ 1 and
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x pyq,ωyg dσxpωq `Opµn´3q,
after recalling the decomposition (5.8). This completes the proof in the case where we take no derivatives
of the remainder with respect to x or y. To include derivatives, we note that the dependence on x, y in






and hence each differentiation in x or y yields at most one additional power of µ in the asymptotic













where dS is the surface measure on the round sphere Sn´1 Ă Rn, and so the dependence on x, y only
appears in the exponent. Therefore, applying BαxB
β







for k ď |α| ` |β| and some smooth, bounded functions f and h. Repeating the preceding argument on
each of these terms yields the desired result.
If not for the factor of Θ´1{2 which appears in (5.5), we could simply integrate (5.6) from 0 to λ
in µ to obtain the leading term in (5.2) with a remainder bounded by Opλn´2`|α|`|β|q. The following
lemma handles this difficulty at the expense of weakening the remainder bound.
Lemma 5.1.3. Let pρA be as in Proposition 2.2.1. Then, for any multi-indices α, β, there exist con-























































for all λ ě λ0.
Proof. As before, we first handle the case where |α| “ |β| “ 0. Since the differential of Θ´
1
2 vanishes
at px, xq PM ˆM , we know that
Θ´
1
2 px, yq “ 1` dgpx, yq
2fpx, yq



































where ∇ξ denotes the induced gradient on the cotangent fiber T ˚xM . Thus, we may integrate by parts in























Since xexp´1x pyq, ξ{|ξ|gy can be written as dgpx, yq times a bounded function of x, y, and ξ{|ξ|, and
since sinpaq sinpbq “ 12 pcospa´ bq ´ cospa` bqq, we may repeat arguments from the proof of Proposi-
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since n ě 2. This completes the proof in the case where no derivatives are taken in x, y.
To include BαxB
β
y , we must consider a few cases. As discussed in the proof of Lemma 5.1.2, each
derivative which falls on the integral in the left-hand side of (5.13) yields one additional power of λ in
the asymptotic expansion. If every derivative falls on the integral, then we have precisely the claimed
leading order term plus a remainder on the order of λn´1`|α|`|β|{ log λ by combining Lemma 5.1.2, an
integration from 0 to λ in µ, and a repetition of the above argument. Alternatively, if two or more of
the derivatives fall on the Θ´
1
2 factor, then Lemma 5.1.2 shows that the contributions from the integral
itself are at most λn´2`|α|`|β|, and then we use that all derivatives of Θ´
1
2 are bounded when x, y are
restricted to a compact set. The only remaining case is the scenario in which exactly one derivative
falls on the Θ´
1
2 factor. Here we must use the fact that the differential of Θ´
1
2 px, yq vanishes on the












are O pdgpx, yqq for any j.
















































considering the regions where dgpx, yq ď 1log λ and dgpx, yq ě
1
log λ separately. An analogous estimate
holds with Byj replacing Bxj .
Remark 5.1.4. We note that bounding (5.16) by Opλn´1{ log λq is not sharp, but since errors of size
Opλn´1{ log λq appear elsewhere in the proof of Theorem 1.1, this bound is sufficient for our purposes.
Next, we estimate the terms in (5.4) with γ “ Id and ν ě 1.
Lemma 5.1.5. For any ν P Zě1, any δ ą 0, and any multi-indices α, β, there exist constants


































for all λ ě λ0.
Proof. Since uν is C8 and x, y are restricted to a compact set, all derivatives of uν are uniformly
bounded by some constant depending only on ν and the order of differentiation, and hence we may
























for any nonnegative integers j, k with j`k “ ν´ 1, where χ ” 0 on r´1, 1s and χ ” 1 outside r´2, 2s.
To see that this is sufficient, we must show that the smooth, tempered error term in (3.35) contributes


























for some N1, N2 ě 0 since Gν is tempered. Since dgpx, yq ď 12 injpM, gq ă 8, we have that the above











which is certainly bounded by C1eC2{A for some C1, C2 ą 0. For A “ 1c log λ with c sufficiently small,




with δ ą 0 small. The same is true if we introduce
derivatives of Gν with respect to x, y, since all derivatives of exp´1x pyq are uniformly bounded for
dgpx, yq ď
1
2 injpM, gq. Therefore, the proof will be complete once we show that (5.19) satisfies the
correct bound.














jrn´1´ν´k dσxpωq dr dt. (5.20)
Noting that tje˘itr “ p˘1i Brq
je˘itr, we may integrate by parts j times in r. This is justified in the
sense of distributions, even if the integral in r is not absolutely convergent. If any derivatives fall on the
χprq factor, the resulting integrand will be compactly supported in r, and so combining the preceding




error, (5.20) can be

















n´1´ν´k´j`` dσxpωq dr dt (5.21)


















n´2ν`` dσxpωq dr dt.
(5.22)
We now wish to apply the stationary phase argument from the proof of Lemma 5.1.2. One potential
difficulty that arises is that the cutoff χ is scaled by λ, and so it appears that in the corresponding analogue
of (5.12), one may have extra factors of λ which appear due to differentiating χpλrq with respect to r.








is identically 1 for r ě 2λ . Thus, B
k
rχpλrq is zero for r ą
2
λ . So, for large enough λ, the derivatives of
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χ will vanish on the support of β, and the problem is avoided. We may therefore apply the exact same
argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.2 to see that (5.22) is bounded by λn´2ν``p1` λdgpx, yqq´
n´1
2 .
Since ` ď j ď ν ´ 1, we have that n´ 2ν ` ` ď n´ ν ´ 1, giving the exponent we claimed in (5.18).
As discussed previously, adding derivatives BαxB
β
y simply adds at most |α| ` |β| additional powers of λ
from the eiλrxexp
´1
x pyq,ωyg factor, and so the proof is complete.
Finally, we must control the terms in (5.4) for which γ ‰ Id. Here we must work in the universal
cover and take advantage of the fact that the lifts rx and γry are bounded away from each other. This
allows us to improve our estimates on the corresponding terms by a power of n´12 by exploiting the
factors of p1` λd
rgprx, γryqq
´n´1
2 which appear when we apply stationary phase. We also make liberal
use of the geometric estimates proved in Chapter 4.
Lemma 5.1.6. Given any δ, ε ą 0, any P,Q P DiffpĂMq, and any ν P Zě0, there exist constants






























for λ ě λ0 and where |α| and |β| are the orders of P and Q, respectively.
Remark 5.1.7. Note that we have stated Lemma 5.1.6 for arbitrary rx, ry P ĂM for which d
rgprx, ryq is
bounded below. This immediately implies that if rx, ry P ĂM are lifts of x, y P M chosen according to






























since γ is an isometry.
Proof of Lemma 5.1.6. The argument proceeds in much the same way as the proof of Lemma 5.1.5,
although we must be cautious about the fact that the rx, ry need not be restricted to a fixed compact set.
However, we may recall that Wν vanishes when d
rgprx, ryq ą |t| and that pρAptq vanishes when |t| ě L{A.
Hence, we may assume that d
rgprx, ryq ď
L














. Note that this





































































To reduce to this case, we must show that the smooth, tempered errorGνpt, exp´1
rx pryqq in (3.35) introduces
a negligible contribution to the growth in λ as before. The new concern is that the rx and ry are not
restricted to a compact set, and so if we differentiate Gνpt, exp´1
rx pryqq with respect to rx or ry, we must be
able to control the derivatives of exp´1
rx pryq which appear due to the chain rule. It is here that we must
apply Proposition 4.2.3, which states that all derivatives of the inverse exponential map are bounded at
most exponentially in d








































p1` |t|qN dt ď C1e
C2{A
after potentially increasing C1 and C2. As discussed previously, we can then choose c small enough

















A . For the case where we take no derivatives, we may repeat





2 for 0 ď ` ď ν ´ 1. However, in this case, the distance between rx, ry is




uniformly in rx, ry under our conditions on `. In order to include derivatives, we may again repeat previous
arguments to show that we obtain at most |α| ` |β| extra powers of λ, but we must take into account
the possibility that we obtain a factor involving derivatives of exp´1
rx pryq. In such a case, we again apply





In light of the three preceding lemmas, the proof of Proposition 5.1.1 is nearly complete. The final
step is to recall that by (4.1.3) and the fact that the Wν are supported where d
rgprx, γryq ď |t|, the number
of nonzero terms in the summation over γ P Γ is bounded by a constant times eC{A, and hence is bounded
by λδ with δ small if we choose A “ 1c log λ for a sufficiently small c. Therefore, by Lemma 5.1.6 and the







































for some C ą 0. Combining this with Lemmas 5.1.3 and 5.1.5, the proof of Proposition 5.1.1 is complete.
5.1.1 Proof of Proposition 2.1.1 and the conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1.1













for 0 ă A ď 1 and all λ sufficiently large. We provide a summary of the proof here, but much of the
argument is a repetition of the techniques presented in the previous section, with some small differences.
Rather than repeat all of the details, we simply highlight the changes that must be made.
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Proof of Proposition 2.1.1. We begin in a manner analogous to the exposition of [Sog14, §3.2]. Let us
introduce a Schwartz function β P S pRq such that β ě 0, βp0q “ 1, and pβptq “ 0 for |t| ě 12 injpMq.
This function will serve a similar role to that of ρ throughout the previous arguments, but the key
difference is the nonnegativity assumption, which is critical in what follows. Since βp0q “ 1, there exists















since β is nonnegative. Since rλ, λ`As can be covered by a fixed, finite number of intervals of the form

























































































for any N as λÑ8, where the implicit constant in the Opλ´N q term is independent of A P p0, 1s. By

































where we recall that KN pt, x, yq is the N th partial sum of the Hadamard parametrix, defined by (4.3).
We can prove (5.27) by repeating the arguments from Section 5.1 with sin tλt replaced by e
itλ, yielding
an integrand which is one degree less singular in t, which then produces one lower power of λ in the
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That the exponent here is n ´ 2ν ` 2|α| rather than n ´ ν ´ 1 ` 2|α| is due to the fact that in the
integration by parts used to obtain (5.21), we only obtain the term where ` “ 0, since exp´1x pxq “ 0.
Also, recall that in the proof of Lemma 5.1.5, the eC{A term yielded a factor of λδ for some small δ ą 0,
but this was due to the fact that we chose A “ 1c log λ . Since we have stated the lemma for arbitrary
A, we leave the above as is. Finally, for the terms arising from the non-identity elements of the deck


































for any P,Q P Diff|α|pĂMq, by the arguments in the proof of Lemma 5.1.6. Combining these estimates




deck transformations γ for which the corresponding term is
nonzero, we thus obtain (5.26).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We are now prepared to conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1. Notice that by the























































































































If we choose A “ 1c log λ for c ą 0 sufficiently small, then each of the quantities in absolute values on the





uniformly for all x, y PM with dgpx, yq ď 12 injpM, gq,
by Proposition 2.2.1, Corollary 4.3.2, and Proposition 5.1.1, respectively. Thus, Theorem 1.1 is proved.
5.1.2 Proof of Theorem 1.2
We note that throughout the entire proof of Theorem 1.1, the only reason we needed dgpx, yq to be small
was so that we could uniquely determine which term in the parametrix expansion gives the leading order
behavior, which allows us to write the asymptotic in Proposition 5.1.1. However, if one assumes that
dgpx, yq ě ε for some ε ą 0, then the only issues that arise are that there may be a finite collection of
γ P Γ for which d
rgprx, γryq “ dgpx, yq, and that exp´1x pyq is no longer necessarily well-defined. However,
in such a case, exp´1
rx pryq is still globally defined on ĂM , and we have that drgprx, γryq is bounded below
by a positive constant for every γ, since it is impossible for the distance between any two lifts rx, ry to
be smaller than dgpx, yq. This is due to the fact that geodesics on ĂM project to geodesics on M via the
covering map. Hence, one may apply Lemma 5.1.6 to all the terms in the parametrix to obtain that the


































, we can combine this with















for any ε ą 0, which is exactly the content of Theorem 1.2.
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5.2 Proof of Theorem 1.3
In this section, we show that Theorem 1.3 follows directly from Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let x, y PM with dgpx, yq ď 12 injpM, gq. Recalling the definition of Πpλ,λ`1spx, yq










































x pyq,ωygrn´1 dr dσxpωq,
where dσx denotes the induced measure on S˚xM , so that the first term on the right-hand side of (5.31)
equals F pλ` 1q ´ F pλq. By Taylor’s theorem, we see that




for some τ P pλ, λ` 1q. Since
ż
Sn´1




























Thus, it suffices to show that F 2pτq is smaller than the remainder bound claimed in Theorem 1.3 for all
τ P pλ, λ` 1q. By direct computation, we obtain
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. To estimate the
second term in (5.32), we can repeat arguments from the proof of Lemma 5.1.3 to see that it is bounded





for our range of τ. By considering the regions where dgpx, yq ď 1log λ and dgpx, yq ě
1
log λ separately as




for all τ P pλ, λ` 1q.
As discussed in previous arguments, we may include derivatives in x, y by noting that each differentiation
yields at most one additional power of τ in (5.32). Thus, the proof of Theorem 1.3 is complete.
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